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ward to dissolve parliament and his
majesty ,had? accepted the invitation.
The premier'added that if the liberals
were returned to power the first act
of the government would be the
of all taxes for which
was made in the budget rejected by tha house of lords.
Arthur Henderson, leader of ' the
labor party in the house of commons
today announced the ' government
would have the
support
of the laborites. It Is understood parliament will be dissolved so as to permit the holding of the election between January 10 and 20.
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THE BIG

'
After the closing of the pastors'
conference yesterday the organization
of the New Mexico Baptists conven
tion was effected. Today's program
follows;
Morning Session. ...
Prnmtitlv at 9 o'clock the New
v
Mexico Baptist convention was call
ed to order by President B. T. Luik,
The first part of the morning was
JOINT BID OF TEX RICKAR' A 1
ADOPTS
over to a devotional service, SWITCHMEN'S STRIKE IN NORTH- HOUSE
OF COMMONS
UL- - given
YILL
STATES DELIVERS
INDEPENDENTS
UNITED
"
InJACK GLEASON IS
appointment of committees, the
RESOLUTION REBUKING ..
WEST SHUTS DOWN
TRUST
FIGHT
'PHONE
TIMATUM TO PRESIDENT
enrollment
and
visitors
of
troduction
LORDS
.
MILLS
2ELAYA
of messengers. Then came the con
New York, Dec." 2. Independent
vention Bermon which was preached
interests have an available BATTLE
telephone
by Pastor B. P. Alldredge, of Portales,
OF RIGHTS
UNRELENTING USURPATION
fighting fund of $100,000 subscribed
MINISTER GETS PASSPORTS who Is also editor of the New Mexico RAILROADS
to do battle against the Bel telephone
Baptist. Pastor Alldredge had for his
interests, wherever the latter at- PRESENT PLANS ARE FOR HEAVY
theme, "The wilderness ritsaui,
RE-s
TO BRITISH PREMIER DECLARE8
RODRIGUEZ, or "Some Lessons Prom the Life of STRIKEBREAKERS IMPORTED
tempts to wipe out competition. '
FELIPE
SENOR
'
WEIGHTS TO MEET IN COLMA
3:1-17:2- OF BUDGET IS
JECTION
UNION
OF
PLACE
TAKE
Luke
This was the gist of testimony by
the
John
Baptist,"
CHARGE D' AFFAIRS, SENT
'
ARENA
'.
New
A.
of
D.
prominentYork,
TYRANNY
Wlson,
'..
MEN
HOME
B. T.
The convention
ly identified with the Independent InLuik of Silver City,, president, but In
terests, at the ; state investigation of
cierK,
former
the
,
of
companies,
HAND
KING
absence
101,000 PURSE OFFEEED
the
telephone, and telegraph
ARE SERIOUS
EDWAROJAKES
WARSHIPS ON THE WAY Marcellus Watklns, Pastor E. S. At-- CONDITIONS
now Taieinjj held here. '
'
"
'
f
"The disposition on the part of the
wood was elected secretary.
i
TO RECEIVE 66 f
ALSO
annihilate
to
the
FIGHTERS
is
Session.
Bell
Afternoon
company
PRIVY
COUNCIL
AT
MEETING
OF
THREATFAMINE
COAL
AND
FOOD
AL
'
VESSELS START FOR SOUTH;
3
Th Bftpmoon Bession began by
PER CENT OF MOVING
Independent companies all over th,e
HE SIGNS ORDER PROLONG- ENEDFREIGHT TRAFFIC
'
hfini-ln- e
SO TROOP SHIPS CARRYING
Mr. Wilson.
renorts on the Bible schools
said
country,'
PICTURE RECEIPTS
A
ING PARLIAMENT
AT STANDSTILL
MARINES
"The National Association of Indethe publication society and religious
companes has
literature. Following tnese ' reporw
pendent Telephone
New York, Dec. 2. The bid of Tex
on the
rail-- ,
2. The House of created a fund of $100,000
addresses
two
2.
were
Dec.
fight
Dec.
The
London,
Minn..
Paul.
there
St
Washington; Dec. 2. The first step nraver meeting , problems, the first roads affected
of Ely, Nav., for th world s
Rlckard,
to
wherever
Bell
switchmen's
try
the
they
134
the
people
by
Commons by a vote of 349 to
of the United States toward hacking w to p Aiidredee. of
formchamploship fight be
Portales, strike were working hard today to
was
heavyweight
This
of wipe out competition.
resolution
the
accepted
today
MeetP .
J. Jeffries and,
of
James
tween
the
the
Prayer
ed three months ago. The way
restore normal traffic conditions bewhose topic was "Is
up the declaration of Secretary
Premier Asquith, to the effect that Bell company deteriorates the Inde- Johnson, was accepted todar-- s
ad
second
The
While?"
Pa
Worth
Lakes
tween
Great
the
and
the
the
Nicaraguan ing
State Knox regarding
up
dress was "How to Mane me
cific coast. The local warehouses were in rejecting the government's budget pendent companies is to buy a com- fight will take place in San
situation,. was taken today when the MfiPtine Worth While," by Rev.rrajn
bill the House of Lords had commitGeo.
1910, before a club organized! ;
up
thus
4,
breaking
and
roads
here
there,
the
July
and
accepted
pany
today
opened
secretary of the navy sent urgent or R. Varney, for some time secretary limited freight shipments. There was, ted a breach of the constitution and the chaln.AThere are some 3,000,000 by Tex Rickard and Jack Gleason of j j
'
ders to the commanders of the cruiser of territorial missions, but at present however, no noticeable improvement usurped the rights of the House of telephones In New , York, New Jer- San Francisco. The joint bid madj
Commons.
at
church
Yorktown,
and Connecticut that cannot en- by Rickard and Gleason was fop
in conditions In the Twin Cities this '
Albany, and the gunboat
pastor of the Baptist
,
Premier Asquith, who was - given sey
all the big
New York City because there Is $101,000 and 66
ter
now at Magdalena .Bay, Lower Califor
In'
Minneapolis
per cent of the
morning.
a wild demonstration when he arose no
In view of
The convention is one of the most flour mills were shut down, throwing to
independent company here."
receipts.
nia, to proceeded forthwith to Corinto
picture
moving
said
representthe
ev
budget
speak,
five thousand men out of employment
the Pacific coast port of Nicaragua. successful In point of attendance
the fact tha James Coffroth, manager
overan
ed
work
of
the
deliberate
The troop ship rairie, with about er held and great interest is mani At the head of the lakes, at Puluth
of tha Sunshine Athletic club at Col-- ,
LAS VEGAS GIRL
and Superior, unless conditions Im whelming majority of " the representa- FORMER
cteven hundred marines aboard lor fested bv tha attending clergymen.
ma, controls certain patents oa the .
of
tives
ses
the
WED
CALIFORNIAN
in
TO
continue
people.
will
cltconvention
In
the
all
The
range
prove Immediately,
Panama and possibly for service
'
fabric
whole
"The
been
Over
moving pictures, it Is believed that
had
rinne-phA
ton
fnnif
in
a
rtf
will
and
until
Sunday.
Nicaragua, received orders to sail sion
coal famine. The jobbing houses of thrown by a body which admittedly ' Attorney and Mrs. W. B. Bunker of Rickard and Gleaspj will nter into
from Philadelphia this afternoon.
SUDDEN
Duluth have already begun laying off had no power to increase or decrease this city 'are in receipt of a wedding some arrangement th him whereby
The ultimatum' given last night by BRIDESMAID'S
a single tax." With much emphasis
will tatri
WEDDING
DELAYS
DEATH
ar' in flm,.
men.
govto
invitation from Mrs. Edward Lincoln fl:P
the Zelaya
the United State
declared
the
Premier
House
"the
of
arei
d
are
In
'
Montana, conditions
evenj
Hamblin, of Berkeley, Calif.,' announc
ernment, in a note which was accom-panieEI Paso, Texas, Dec. 2. Miss. Mar worse. The big Boston vatjd,. M.ontanfc Commons would prove unworthy of
the approaching nuptials of - her
ing
by th passports of delivery
.
allowed
if
tradition
a
its
It
who- wad Mp, have been
single, day
melter at Great, Falls Ja, practically
"Mia "Jrroa .Lincoln
for Felipe Rodriguez, charge d' affairs garet Bacon,
at closed, and as this smelter takes- the to, pass without making if clear that eldest daughter,
HamMin,- to- - Royal Miller, of Berke
of the Nicaraguan legation .here, has bridesmaid for Miss Carolyn Fall,
did
not
to
mean
it
brook
this
grave
caused great rejoicing among the sym- the latter's marriage here yesterday ores of the Amalgamated properties
The ceremony la to take place at
of Pue- at Butte, those mines will also be af- Indignity and arrogant usurpation of ley.
,J-ne-l
Washington, Dec.
pathizers of the Nicaraguan insurrec- to Marion Thatcher Everhart,.
Unitarian
the
church, Berkeley, at
its
rights. Parliament In closing
at fected, throwing thousands out of em
of Uncle Sam's establish mV is '
tionists. ' The strength of the note and blo, was found dead in a bath-tu- b
on
of
o'clock
the
Tuesday,
evening
without passing the financial act,- and
.'"A
increasing by leaps, and bounifcr th
its personal tone are subjects of com- the "Fall home last night ,and the wed ployment.
1909. Pickets of the striking switchmen until fresh porvision could be made, December 7th,
ment in diplomatic circleB. lt is gen- ding has. been postponed. Miss Bacon
grand total of all federal emtfoy.;
will
Miss
Hamblin
be
remembered
necessitates
could
what
be
supplied
was a reported todajy that about one hunbeing
SloMo.
erally recognized that the United was from Kvansville, Ind., and Is
as
approximately
Las
in
her
was
many
by
girlhood
Vegas
It
obvlpua
had l)een brought only' by borrowing.
a dred
States has decided the time has come Schoolmate of Miss Fall, who
made Las Vegas her against 306,141 in 1907, an increasa in
the
action
that
of
House
the
of
Lords
having
days,
Into
Paul
and
distributed
B.
about
St
of
former
Fall,
Judgs,A.
to put an end to further attacks on daughter
was to create the largest deficit yet home for- several years when her two years of about 64,000, or 20 per-,:
American life and interests in Cen- attorney geenral of New Mexico. A the various Twin City yards. The rail- faced."
v'.
V.,
...
father E. L. Hamblin, now deceased; cent
would not admit that any strike
"
tral America. The fact that President rehearsal for the wedding had been roads
These
and
other
The
then
Premier,
was
announced
that
in the brokerage business in this
VinUresting facts
an hour before Miss Bacon's breakers had been brought in.
Zelaya is apparently to he held per- held only
AH freight shipments were practic
King Edward had accepted the ad city. Her many friends will be pleas are brought out in 'the official regis
found.
was
.
body
for
the
sonally responsible
shooting
ed to learn that Miss Hamblin has ter, or government "blue booW," for
ally tied up although an attempt is vice of parliament
of Groce and Cannon, adds & sting to
All preliminaries Incident to the big
thi census
to - move through trains
made
b?
to be a very pretty and accom 1909; soon to he issued
being
grown
'
'
the ultimatum. Concealed in the INTERESTING MEETING
;
'; '
bureau.
'"
on
Pacific. These tranls political battle were being cleared plished young lady.
Northern
the
OF ROSEN WALD. LODGE
vigorous note to Zelaya, another is
The District of Columbia leads all
were made up by assistant trainmas away this afternoon at Sandrlngham,
Mr. Miller Is the proprietor of the
sent as a warning to Central Ameri
ters and superintendents. The Great where King Edward held a meeting Phoenix Tool' company of San Fran the states and terrltoriles in the numwas
There
a
nice
attendance
atlhe
can republics that they must behave
Northern steamer Minnesota arrived with the privy council, during which cisco, and is one of the most promin ber of persons working for the govand that the United States intends meeting' of the J. E. Rosenwald at ' Tacoma, Wash., last night with he signed an order prolonging parli ent
ernment in this city. Arizona Is credOf
to see that the family of western re lodge .last night and the inflating of 34,000 tons of freight much of it' des- ament until January 10, 1910. This is men. northern California's business ited with the smallest humber. nine
Louis Stern passed off without a
publics live harmoniously. The Knox hitch. There was also an election of tined for quick transportation, but it a mere formality as the present house
whose
Mr. Miller and bride will make their teen,
aggregate
'
will have been dissolved before that
document is one of the most scathing
-salaries
amount to $25,226.
home
in
cotthe following being the cannot be taken care of.
a
in
handsome
officers,
Berkeley
time. The center of interest t
?as
Issued from the state department in brethren
a gift to the young couple by
upon whom the honors, were
in the House of CommonS;i
A tage,
The Situation at Seattle.
many years. .
CAPTAIN WAS DRUNK
conferred:
the
father.
unanimously
groom's
Premier
on
behalf
Asquith
The newspapermen who visited the
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 2. The Great
VVHEN SHIP SUNK
President, Simon Bacharach; vice- Northern and Northern Pacific rail- ernment, replied to the ac
,
Nicaraguan legation last night were president, David Winternitz; treasur
n
AGED
House
MAN
INDIANA
of
in
Lords
withholu.
switchare
roads
employing
not permitted to doubt that Secretary er, Simon Hoffman; warden, Walter
San Francisco, Dec. 2. Conflicting
men today. Officials say freight train sent to the government budge
REFUSED TO BE KILLED accounts of the
Knox's ultimatum had fallen upon the Bierman;
guardian, Louis Stern.
burning of the steamPremier
Asquith announced that the
service will be restored within a
er St. Croix off the coast of southern
complacency of Senor Rodriguez with
Chasl Ilfeld was elected trustee for week.
had
advised
Ed
government
King
Hammond, Ind., Dec. 2. While in California marked the
profound effect. Senor Rodriguez,-i- n
three years and Rabbi J. S. Raisin
investigation
a somnambulistic sleep on a fast Lake Into
person, met tha visitors at the door secretary for the ensuing year. ;
the. disaster today. P. J. Corrl- Shore
train
and his protestations of amazement
yesterday, J. M. Aahcroft, gan, an able seaman of the crew.
at the action of the state department BEACH HAfGIS MUST
agea oevcui,
M
jvey, ina., warn- stated that he saw Captain Warner
ed off tha train while it was running
were delivered in mingled English and
SERVE LIFE SENTENCE
tanding on the deck of the
sixty miles an hour, near Chestern, vessel with a bottle in one burning
Spanish.
Frankfort ;Ky.. Dec. 2. The court
hand and
and was practically uninjured.
He
William W. Kimball of appeals has affirmed the life senrevolver In tha other, acting 'likP n
fell
on
a
left Washington today for Philadel- tence given Beach Hargis, for the
parallel track and while get- crazy man," cursing everyone
betwei i
ting up was struck by another train. drinks, and that he threatened
phia to take passage on "the Prairie. murder of his father, the noted feud-i- t
t,v
He
suffered
a
It Is believed he will accompany the
wound
only slight scalp
of Jackson, Ky.
shoot the third mate if he went aahore
was
and
able to continue his journey. first.
...
New York, Dec. 2. Six thousand recently acquired, with B. F. Yoakum,
five hundred miles of railroad form control of the Missouri, Kansas &
ing the St Louis & San Francisco Texas. At the same time, the relations
Railroad company changed hands In of the Frisco and Rock Island are to
M
New York yesterday by Its severance be friendly and for the benefit of
from the Rock Island company, with both. According to official statements
the interests now in control of the
which it was merged in 1903.
The purchasers are B. F. Yoakum, St Louts &' San "Francisco, will opTO
erate that road as an independent
former chairman of the Frisco-RocIsland executive committee, and B. L. property, although the actual transfer
' Cochran, Ga., Dec. 2. John
occurred. .
Winchell, former president of the cannot be affected until the $17,364,-00Judge John R, McFie, Vociata Jus ed with having koloa x roperty i,,
Booth was brought here after the Rock Island,, who now becomes presvard, a negro preacher, who shot and
of five per cent collateral bonds
Vile bi
said ident of the Frisco. It is understood of the Rock Island, which controls tice of the New Mexico su.yjeme court, possr;sion, having a
today
fatally wounded W. B. Booth near shooting. Physicians,
to Afred Kro6nig. I .;,.;- j.-,- .
,
jrii-cia- l
here yetserday afternoon, was' cap- there was little hope for his recovery. that Messrs Winchell and Yoakum $29,000,000 of St Louis & San Fran- and presiding judge of the-Ha has a wife and several children. have as their associates in the deal cisco common stock, ' "have tBen vre..
the- tnkl p.'
empftnvlled.)-.district with headg-sir;:tutured last night five miles from here Officers from Hawkinsville
"
...
v':.X
"'
in automo- some of the leading capitalists of the tired.
r- and burned at the stake.
The case of.Veeder & Veei! r vs.
The St Louis & San Francisco, was ta Fe, arrived in Las Vtsaa t
biles went immediately to the scene middle west, including
Adolphus
noon to
t T.idro
over the loct.,
Booth is a well known business man of the shooting, but a
Tafoya rIU be tried tomorrow.
party of citi- Busch and F. Estus J. Wade of St organized in 1896 as the successor of court M preside
the 'absence of Chief J
he. charge
of Hawkinsvillei Ga., and was en zens was quickly formed and tracked Louis.
the railway of that name which had
against Tafoya 5s
ho
x
'.".b; who has gone aat ca
All accounts agree that the disso- been sold on foreclosure. When' taken W.'J.
route, to Cochran In an automobile tha negro on horseback to his
..a, note us secur:
for Cr- '
hiding
'
bui
;
W.
vssl
Frank
gent
when the shooting-- ' occurred.', vHe place. He showed
over
was
Rock
Judge
which
the
by
Aragon. The note wa3 ia the 6 .
entirely voluntary,
Island, control of
fight but was suf lution,
ne hundred 'dollars. Tr ' -- i r!..; ,,..
drove up behind harvard,' who was in fering so severely from his wounds was brought about by fear of federal the property rested with B. F. Yoa ker .of ,1 i Cruces, arrived here :
'
:.,
front of him in a'-- ' wagon."' Harvard thafcv he could offer little resistance.' intervention. The Rock Island and kum and his friends, and Mr. Yoakum night' to preside over the
he .signs. i t"
not-wih the under-- i
't.,--i talfc
charged that Booth's machine fright- He freely ladmitted the shooting and Frisco lines parallel and tap each oth- was made chairman of the Rock. Is- this i orning received a
e v as signing as a
'
V.
AlanM.-:
ev
i
is
land
".'.. t; i reside witness.
er at various noints. and there
lo
executive committee.'"' j , .'' tog
ened his mules. After a few words it is said Justified himself
i j
r
t as Burety.
by the fact
, r
re in place foya says hi
.
reason to believe that tne1; in
The St, Louis & San Francisco has ovr 'se fr'd.--he drew a pistol and fired upon Booth that Booth's automobile
J
note
in
the
tha
frightened his ery
who was1, wrong place.
terstate commerce" commission; t had not been a very profitable subsidiary of J,; ''a Mu ; "'. (A
three shots taking effect. Booth re- mules.
H'W-f-- of the fact'
of the Rock Island system for the ta-- !
ill yesterday. Thft'
taken
cognizance
W. B. Entltw v ::i make s pl.'-.- i
turned the fire and it was learned
Harvard was given an opporunity
ttiU-.'
Another Interesting phase of the Rode l6land,
the v.'V.ng of Judge
fore the
responsible for the mafter tha negro was captured that he to pray, after which"
to quash
he was bound transaction is the current belief that Frisco bonds,being
:
'
x
was practically paying'
( ;
indictm
was slightly wounded in two places. with chains' to a stake. The1
t r
t Lou Gies.
fuel was the Frisco will form some alliance what-thnotA
.
Frisco
did.
earn, no'
. earing hefore the d!s-- has bet-ir, :;, ; l tor emli.
He was found in a barn three miles piled high above his head and thai
with the lines of Edwin Hawley, tha roads, therefore, look for improve
i afternoon was that of funds belonging to the East
from the place where the shooting torch applied.
newcomer in the railroad world, who ment under the new arrangere
.
y vs.'Julio Montano charg-- .
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THE ' RAILROAD WORLD

i

its way from, the high to the low first trip yesterday and went out
with the "White Feather" flying over
pressure cylinders.
'
i
,
The forward drum is cylindrical in the cab. .
V
a day
took
H.
flatten
is
rear
drum
the
while
Reusing
Engineer
shape,
DEVICE THAT
ed at. the top to permit the location off today from handling the "goat,"
of the dry pipe extension above this giving Engineer William Trainer an
The drums are made of ma opportunity to switch the cars around
ACTUALLY SAVES drum.
terial as thin as safety will permit for a day. - j
Brakeman R. L. Goodrich was sent
n order that all parts will serve! as
con down to Lamy yesterday to relieve
drunr
Each
surfaces.
heating
JACOB'S superheating!
loco- - tains as "many
s
as consistent Brakeman E. A. Holt on the work
MOTIVE ATTACHMENT A
with the volume of steam space, re train at that place which is in charge
'v.
V,
SUCCESS
quired. In the rear drum the tube of Conductor- Burks.
and
Engineer Arthur Langston
ends, are, welded to the tube sheets,
while in the forward drum the tube Fireman E. T. Hodson have been
A r"IARHABI
INVENTION ends are rolled and headed. The assigned to regular duty' on engine
drums are suDuorted by brackets No. 1603 which has Just been brought
bolted to the smoke arch and ar out of the Raton shops.
"
Conductor Stuart's crew of the las
nnta Fe Official at Topeka Father of readily removable.
division, escortei
Is Enclosed.
Exhaust
Wonderful Appliance All Engines
Between the exhaust pipe and the a' nice long drag of empties' to Raton
on This System Now Being Equip- stack, the exhaust is thoroughly en yesterday on account of the shortage
ped WXh It Has Effect 'of 'Apply- - closed in order that they may be no at this point of north end crews.
cars of cattle were unTwenty-on- e
draft to induce gases direct from the
Ing Additional Heat to 8teamT
'
at the local stock yards yesloaded
enclose!
The
stack.
to
the
boiler
flues
,
r
petticoat pipe is connected by an el terday by Conductor Duebler ' and
One of the; late locomotive equip' bow with a large opening through the crew. The cattle were unloaded here
merits which Is proving a remarkable forward drum. The draft, therefore is for feeding and resting purposes.
succH-fcIn the railroad world and Is forward through the tubes of both . Engine No. 984 which is in service
the. large on the Raton division, has been disattracting the attention' of the r rall- - drums, and rearward though
'
drum.
forward
charged from the shops there after
the
of
roafls over the country la the Jacobs opening
a general overhauling and is makFlue gases pass straight
was the tubes of the rear drum from the ing regular trips to Las Vegas again.
which
f .'aokestack superheater
Engineer F. V. Hansen is back at
designed and perfected by H. W. Ja boiler tubes. Upon leaving the rear
cobs, assistant superintendent of mo drum, the gases are deflected around the throttle on engine No. 1616 again,
tive power of the Santa Fe with of- - he petticoat pipe and elbow ana pass after being off for about five days.
fiqis and headquarters at Topeka, forward through the tubes of tha for- Engineer NeJson who has been handlward drum to, the, front. enl of th.j ing the engine is back on the "slow
The value of the superheater and Its arch. Here they are reversed and board" again.
Haulman was relievEngineer
meaning can be explained in a few drawn backward through the
drum
ed
from
further
forward
the
words. It is a device for applying
in
duty on engine No.
opening
when Engineer C.
the 1602 yesterday
additional heat to the steam so that and are swept upward through
C. Roberts reported for dutyv Engi) It will condense at a later period of petticoat pipe to the stack.
'
To aid in the direction of the great neer Roberts has been off duty for
Its expansion in doing work. Bteam
j
as evaporated from a locomotive boll- - er portion of the gases through the about five days.
er contains considerable moisture. By flues of the superheater 'J drums ; a Engineer Fred O. McQuiddy, who
passing this steam through a super- - deflecting plate H s ior:ated asio Is the engineer in charge of the work
'
heater this moisture is turned Into a obstruct the rapid flow of gases around train at Los Cerrillos, has taken a
', dry steam before it reaches the cyl- the drums. The shapa of the plate few days" lay off. Engineer FIshburn
inders of the engine. Dry or super- conforms to the area hat'vee'i the for- was sent down last night to relieve
heated steam Is more effective than ward drum and the smoke ami and Engineer McQuiddy.
Conductor J. A. Quigley is again
moist or saturated steam.
the plate is located about one Inch
This superheater 'devised by Mr. aheld of the forward drum. A wide lined un with the "old heads" wearJacobs has been In service all over opening at the bottom of the plate ing brass buttons, having been put in
the ganta Fe system from the smootl allow a rapid flow' of gases through charge of Conductor Leseney's run in
roadbeds of the east to the this section to sweep out any cindsrs the passenger service during the pat,p mountain grades of the west that might fall to. the bottom of the ter's absence in Kansas.
The Santa Fe continues to do nice
fetta In every Instance It has proved smoke arch. The shells of the drums
device. While the sav-- l are thus allowed to come In contact- things for Santa Fe. A parlor car that
a
lng of fuel Is an important economy with hot gases, but the gases around has been put on the ran between
there these surfaces have little or no ve- Lamy and Santa Fe is said to be a
; in the use of a superheater
are other economies equally Import- locity.
beauty, and the acme of comfort It
ant. One of the vital ,points is that
The passage' of gases through the has a gentleman's smoker at one end.
the superheater penults Increasing the tubes of the superheater drums so Engineer Hughey Quigley and Fire
capacity of the locomotives on the breaks up the cinders carried by the man Whetstone have been taken off
.
road without sacrificing regularity of gases that the usual form of front the "slow board" and assigned to regoperation. "While the operating de- - end. netting is unnecessary. The ar ular duty on engine No. 1608, which
rangement incident to the application has been handled until yesterday by
partment of the Santa Fe Is
more
takes
it
of this type of superheater is a rad- Engineer Arthur 'Langston and Firefuel,
ed In econonfof
'
-- r
l
and
(power
capacity
Interest
ical departure in the drafting of Am man- Hodson.
f
Fireman De Lyman of the Coast
erican locomotives, as It does away
'Vmm with. 'a
with the diaphragram and netting, the lines, returned to Albuquerque yesterwill draft being very direct and also pull-ln- e day afternoon after having fired en,fmcdnW0
on the fire much more evenly, gine No. 1613 to this city from , Althan
more
tonnage
i
'
thus obtaining more complete com- buquerque on account of Regular
"
on the mountain lines of the bustion and more efficient evapora- Fireman Zollinger laking" a lay off
at the Duke City end of the line.
Mexico showed a tions.
Vta . . n. New
.
i.
nil Alia
Engine No. 921 has been discharguv Simple and Compound Engines.
lug or zo per cent ju xuci
Steam Is conducted from the dry ed from the Albuquerque shops for
ti the work of the superneater,
rhere ..are now either in operation pipe to the forward drum, where it duty and has been sent to Lamy for
service on Olorletta mountain. KnT
ir n COnBlEUCUOU, ilO tuiiciucmoi- - is circulated around the tubes. When
is applied to a sim- gine No. 921 will relieve engine Nq
. on the Santa Fe. Many of these are the Superheater
being built in, the Santa Fe shops ple engine, the steam ia conducted 909 which will be brought to the local
of from the forward to the rear drum shops for a general overhauling.
Jn Topeka under the, supervision
Conductor Jas. Purcell has return:
Superintendent John. Purcell. Thirty where It Is again circulated around
of the Mallet tytfe 'iof engines are to the hot tubes, and it is then carried ed from La Junta, where he hass been
be (equipped and. a, number of the big tn fhA Htn.mr.hests. Baffle Plates or spending a few days in the Interest
damaged in
freight and passenger locomotives In thin sheet iron direct the circulation of freight shipments
transit. Conductor Purcell represents
service are how 'equipped. The work of steam in both drums.
of extending the equipment is pro- - When applied to a compound en- the conductors on this divlslson. Each
gine, steam is conducted from the for- division is represented by a conductgressing as fast as possible.
ward drum to the high pressure cy- or.
The Smokebox Type.
A new : style of superheater has linders. Exhaust from the high presEngineer T. E. Hawksworth of the
sure cylinders Is directed to the rear Raton division, fell from his engine
.. been in service on the Santa Fe rail
way for more than a year and the drum where the steam is again super- yesterday while enroute to this city
to heated before being passed on to the and upon his arrival hare was com;. results have been such as to lead
num.
to
a
low pressure cylinders.
very large
pelled to give up hit run. Engineer
its application
ber of locomotives. The superheater The first Jacobs superheater placed Ar W. Green has scharge of the enIs of the smokebox type and consists In service has been in continuous op- gine until Engineer Hawkworth is
of two drums, each containing a set eration for thirteen months with ab- able to resume his duties.
The Santa Fe on one dajr recently
of nretubes. The drums are loeated solutely no repairs to the superheatx
super- loaded one thousand more cars than
. In the smokebox, where steam passing er. One hundred and forty-sithrough the drums on its way around heaters of this type are now in oper- ever before In Its history. The in.from the boiler to the cylinders. Is ation and under construction. The crease, say officials of the road, is
raised in temperature by heat from average superheat obtained is ninety reflected in almost every branch of
Bthe"fiue gases that ' would otherwise degrees and a saving of 12 per cent industry, though principally shown by
"
is in fuel and 25 per cent in water manufacturers. It is stated that were
go to waste. This superheater
'
' equally applicable to both simple and has been effected.
it not for the backwardness of ; the
,
farmers in forwarding their crops,
compound locomotive. When applied
the road would be face to face with
to a simple engine, the steam passes RAILROAD NOTES
e
through both superheater drums
Fireman A. J. Bailey has reported a serious shortage of cars.
fx
of the American
entering the cylinders. When ap- - for duty: on engine No. 1650.
The
plied to a compound engine steam
Engineer Jack Lowe and Fireman Railway and Maintenance of Way
en$' passes through one drum before
E. J". Fortune are taking a lay oft of association, appointed to gather stacylinders one trip.
tering the high pressure
tistics on the life of metal and comnd passes through the second drum
Engineer F. Rammer and Firemau posite ties has , reported that . the
Chown are laying off one trip for the Carnegie tie . (Buhrer patent) is very
benefit of "Uncle Sam.'
satisfactory, Approximately 1,200,000
t Conductor Eastman is compelled to of this type are in use and so far
h.y down his tolls for a few? days they have withstood the severe test
when properly installed. The. steel,
on account of being indlf posed.
Firemen A. C. Cassidy and Dicker- - tie, it is stated, gives a more solid
iVOVV son deadheaded to Lamy yesterday to and quick track than the wooden tie.
work as extra: firemen on the Glorlet-t- due to the rigid fastening of the rail
mountain run.
to. the tie. It appears to the commitEngineer Ie Mott 'and Fireman tee that no concrete eteel tie has yet
Keptner deadheaded to Raton yester- been produced which is able to withjle engine No. 1603, which stand heavy high speeding trafllo withday to '
Jown from the Raton shops. out crumbling, cracking or breaking.
was
r E. E.. Bailey, was lined However, very satisfactory service
I
; "fast
ones" yesterday has been obtained with concrete-steel
i V
up
dii tiiVrr
Engineer ,Arthur ties in a number of Instances, mostso ia asMslawctto
;
,as ro joying a ehorf recreation. ly in cases where the traffic was of
T .airman O. H. Meyers of the see- moderate'
speed and not too heavy.
!
division, waa sent east yester-- i
The American Railway association
y with Conductor Leach's crew. membership .now comprises 339 memi, Air? to the shortaje of braUemen
248,000 miles. The
bers, operating
committee
at the Chicago
executive
of colored ui friers
i - O
reported that the eighth
meeting,
afthe city yesterday
session of the International Railway
tern-,- .,
congress. will be held at Berne, Swit''.i'-'-to
Arizs a
1910, and it voted
zerland, July'
oT,s.oxi& tViu'?.4 cua"
'.he n.u
to send clpht delegates, the president,
AFire-maornun
F
the r-and
six
secretary
reinstate'.!-otk
o''
selected by the presl-- :
-.
an-'
fit:. The ; association
que division
appropriated
Co.
to engine No. 1613 in
'"10. Thecommlttee on maintenance
BY AIL LtAPINO DRUC&L-.T,,
vice. Fir ;r.an Aefcertua
consists of J. W. Kendrick,
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Buy Your Christmas
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gift of the holidays to
the workers behind
the counters aDd on
the delivery wagons.
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Keep in mind tha t in many
instances there in only one
article of a kind Once xuld,
it cannot be duplicated.
Early shopping is best.
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MILLIONS OF
fully ricovru ana me
care of
making a big effort to Atake
number or
an Increased biiHineas.
under way
are
LIVES LOST
railroad improvements
at Xlbuqminiuo. A construction gang
new
from Topeka Is Installing two 150
each
house,
boiler
the
in
TOLL COLLECTED BV
boilers
the store- AN AWFUL
horsopower. An addition to
MANY
- CONSUMPTION.
house is under construction, giving
AlDEATHS FROM
150 feet additional space, and the
one
become
will
DISEASE
THIS
buquerque storehouse
A force
of the largest on the road.
of men is at work installing a ,new
and the
If people could only understand that
generator in the power house
diselectric light plant Is being general- systemic catarrh ia an internal
washing
A
boiler
cannot
new
ease that external applications
ly overhauled.
Two new
warn- plant Is nearing completion.
cure, they would not need to be
-.- vDoners lor mo
,
. .
which.
ma,a(iv.
win ea so imcu
power house have arrived ana Philway
the
when neglected, paves
be installed by tbe contractors,
of Chicago. tlme8 or consumption, at the cost of
company
Numerous other improvements are- mljlion8 ot nvea every year. Yet
facllway to put the Santa Fe
tarrh may be cured jf the ngnt treatr
to
In
better
shape
there
(ties
ment l8 employed,
j
the increased business.
Catarrn is caused by a general dis- leased state of the system which
SALE OF NEW MEXICO
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of the Santa Fe Railway, chairman,
conhas appointed a
sisting of J. J. Turner of the Pennsylvania lines; F. H. Clark, of the Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy, and J. B.
Berry, of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, to consider the subject of
the standard dimensions of box cars.
The committee also reported that the
pf the uniform classification committee Js desired in this
..
work.
'"Tommy" Lamb, night caller for the
Santa Fe here, received two checks
last pay day. This might cause comment unless explained. Well, one of
the checks was from the railroad
company, while the other came from
a brother in England. The queer part
of it is that the check from England,
properly made out for a liberal sum,
failed to have ' the signature of
the payee affixed. Lamb took it to
a local bank and it has been sent
back to England for the proper signature. In the meantime "Tommy"
is patiently waiting.
An extra gang of 25 men was put
to work in the Santa Fe roundhouse
at Albuquerque yesterday to help out
the regular force in taking care of
the heavy work. The Santa Fe force
there is working up to the limit and
the Albuquerque shops are probably
as busy as any on the entire system.
Whatever slump In business was occasioned by the panic seems to have
..

leads-commonl- y

edies give but temporary ease,
synonymoua with railroad construe
The only way to successfully treat
tion work on a vast scale, returned
r- catarrh
by mployng .
inthis
to
city Tuesday after a little
13
absorbed and carried by the
which
spection trip1 over the New Mexico
Central properties. He was accom- - blood to all parts of the system,
the mucous membrane or internal
by C. C. Murray of Pittsburg,
who has for some time past baen lden- - "ning of the body Is toned up and made,
titled 'with the prospects of the rail- - capable of resisting the infection of
way. This is- - the second trip to be consumption and other diseases,
We have a remedy prepared from
made by Mr. Lantry over the, line.
One trip signifies considerable inter-- the prescription of a physician who-es- t
and two trips looks "a good deal' for thirty years studied and made
business. Mr. Lantry, however, tarrh a, specialty, and whose record
is saying nothing, and Colonel W. S. was a patient restored to health in
Hopewell, representative of the New every case where his treatment waa
Mexico Central, had little to commu- - followed as prescribed. That remedy
nicate concerning the prospects last is Rexall Mucu-Ton' We are so t.
'
"Things look hopeful," was tive that it will completely overcome
all that could be got out of Mr. Hope-- , catarrh in all its various forms, wheth-wel- l.
The latter is just recovering er acute or chronic, that we promise-froa severe attack of rheumatism to return every penny paid ua for the-ithe pedal extremities, anyhow, and -- edicime in every case where it failB
it Isn't wise to ask him too many, or for any reason does, not satisfy'th
questions. There is good ground, how- - user.
ever, for the presumption ".hat there' We want you to try Rexall Mucu-I- s
something doing in New Mexico Tone on our recommendation
an
Central circles.
guarantee. We are right here where
a nil
Villi llva
on
' on" vaii
uvi. nnrtvn
vuuuatl
jvi
Friend
My dear giri, you have, oDiigation or risk when you try Rexall
on our guarantee.
brought all this wretchedness on your- Mucu-Ton- e
self. What made you want "to marry
Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
in two sizes,
such an unattractive, disreputable fel- 0 cents and ?1.00. Very often the
low as this spendthrift lard?
bottle ia suffitaking of one
Titled Wife (sobbing) I didn't cient to make a marked . impression
want to marry him, but papa got him upon the case. Of course in chronlo
so cheap I couldn't resist such bar-- ! cases a longer treatment Is necessary.
The average in such Inatancea Is three
gain. Baltimore American.
100 bottles. Remember you can ob- A woman's faith is based-upowhat tain Rexall Remedies in Wnnt Las Va.
she' wants; a man's lack of it upon gas only at our store, The RexalF
what he doesn't want.
'store. E. O. Murphey.
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and 13.60 Sweaters,
.
.
for..,- ..-

14.00 to $5.00 Sweaters,

for..

.

Vo-i-.-

vCALIFORNIA

ric Syrup
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F'oor Space
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65O
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G5o

85o

$100
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85o
ii

Ladies' Knit Skirts, knee'
in all desirable colors, at length
special

Santa Claus

....$3.50

arrived in hia gasless
baloon made a safe anchorage on tbe roof-to-ok
d
posession of
and says to every
oy and girl, "Meet me

..$6.00

.

Knit Skirts

...$1.95

.$5 00

1

'

--

;.

Flannel Goo

Infants' Knit Goods

Toy-lan-

at

prices.

A

.

35o Skirts, for.

J5o Skirts,

........f. 25o

for.....v

$1.00 Skirts, for
S1.25 Skirts, for..
$1.50 Skirts, for

.
.

60o
75o

$1.00

$1.15

-

Infants Bootees

Rosenwald's

A large and attractive line of
Infants' knit 8acques in white, blue
and pink, at 35o, 60, 65o, $1.00, $125.

in a large and varied assortment of
styles, qualities and colors at 10c,
15c, 20c, 25c, 35o, and 50c.

Dress Good

.

'

..-

to $7.00 Sweaters,
for ........
'$8.00 to 18.50 Sweaters,
,
for
16.00

.

!

'

I06E,

Ladies' Sweaters

:

-

..:

13.00

v.-r-

I

11'0

Children's Outing Flannel Gowns, well and neatly
made from good quality of flannel
"Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns, full sizes, good colors,
nicely trimmed with braid. . r
,Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns, trimmed with braid, and having
.
collars and cuffs of contrasting colors, good weight
Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns, well made from an extra
grade of flannel, an exceptional value
Ladies' Outing Flannel Skirts, knee length, in a Variety
of colors and patterns,, heavy quality
'..;'

:

a

'

Weatief

C ol d

.

0WSVQOJ

PATTERNS

J lM

((

Largest, Most

.

.

BUTTERICK

h

Chiffon Broadcloth, an unusually pretty

fabric in all the desirable colors, worth
12.50 per yard, Tor only.,
t

$2. 1 5

h
Batiste all the popular colors and a
very
desirable fabrid, worth 75c yard,
only .... 59c

'

)Prunella Cloth in the new

Broadcloth in all the staple colors, a very
pretty and serviceable cloth, worth $1.25 per
..
$1.00
yard, for

Fall shades'
one of the most popular cloths of the
season,
worth 11.00 per yard, only,..

Ladies' Cloth, or light weight Broadcloth
in the staple shades, suitable for suits or dresses
'
worth 75c;yard, only
59c

Serge and Panama cloth, in all staple colors, both one and two color effects, worth
65o per yard, only
......1
4yc

h

h

h

g9C

h
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HAKES MOSEYS ACT FINE
AND ENDS BACKACHE

.'

WAR URGES

"DICKINSON

RECOMMENDS

DECEMBER

2, 1?09

THREE

HOSPITAL FOR

Virginia

INSANE MODEL INSTITUTION

BRAND

NEW MEXICO

If you take several doses of Pape
MANY REFORMS
Diuretic, all backache and distress

THURSDAY,

from
kidneys or bladder
trouble will vanish, and you will feel
fine.
.
,
Lame back, painful stitches, rheum
atism, nervous headache, dizziness, ir
ritability, sleeplessness. Inflamed or
swollen eyelids, worn-ousick feeling
and other symptoms of sluggish, In
active kidneys disappear.
Uncontrollable, smarting, frequent
urination (especially at night) and all
bladder misery ends. ..
This unusual preparation goes- - at
once to the disordered kidneys, blad
der and urinary system and distributes
its healing, cleansing and vitalizing
Influence directly upon the organs
and glands affected, and completes
the cure before you realize it.
The moment you suspect any kid
ney or urinary disorder or feel rheum
atism pains, begin taking this harm
less medicine, with the knowledge
that there Is no other remedy at any
price, made anywhere else in the
world, which will effect so thorough
and prompt a cure as a 'fifty-cen- t
treatment of Fape's Diuretio,. which
any druggist can supply.
Tour physician, pharmacist, banker
or any mercantile agency will tell you
that Pape, Thompson & Pape, of Cin
cinnati, is a large and responsible
medicine concern, thoroughly worthy
of your confidence.
Only curative results can come
from taking Pape's Diuretic, and
few days' treatment means clean, active, healthy kidneys, bladder and
urinary organs and no backache.
Accept only Pape's Diuretic fiftycent treatment any drug store any
where in the world.

"(Albuquerque Tribune-Citizeneald, but were sent to the asylum
The New Mexico asylum for the
there was no other place to
Insane is conducted In the very best send them.
Their presence perhaps
OF ARMY
manner", possible under existing con- helps the patients, especially the woditions and is doing a great work men, but there is the probability that
as well as it can be done when all the children are not in the best place
ANNUAL EEFoSTnTEREST INS
the facilities cannot be had, accord- - for themselves, although Dr. Smith
lng to F. E. Wood, who was shown said they were kent out an the open
His Suggestions Made With a View
through the asylum while on. a recent as much as- possible and away from
"
I
trip to Las Vegas.
any patients who mightexert an in- to Greater Efficiency
'."It has been said that a community I fluence for bad. '
,
With Militia
manner
in
"The danger of fire seemed to me
may be Judged by the
Imperative
"
which it cares for the ' insane and to be one of the most serious
of Remote Military
rangements
said Mr: Wood. "And If bllitles., Though the buildings are of
Posts Demanded.
that is the case New Mexico is eec- - brick or stone they were constructed
ond to none. I have always had a before fireproofing was the rule and
Washington, )ec. 2 Comprehensive
horror of such institutions, but as I there Is a possibility, perhaps, of deand complete reorganization of the
had several hours' leisure at Las Veg- - structlon by fire. The strict discipline
as because of a delayed train I ac- - maintained, however, makes this ap- army establishment of the United
cepted an invitation, to visit the asy- - pear--very remote danger.
, oi.ai.ea is me BrinciD&l renommfiniia.
lumand I am certainly glad t dld "There are two patients who are
tion contained In the annual report
so.
,
inclined to start fires and they are
.of Secretary of War Dickinson for
are
cared for in what closely watched all the time. One Is
"The
patients
ihi fiscal year ending June 30, made
are really two large buildings, but U woman who has made a prophecy
public today. More officers, closer cojoined
by a wide corridor. One of that the Institution will be burned
operation, with the mllltla of the variIs of stone, the other beforq the. first of the year and an
the
buildings
ous states and a general readjustment
brick, each three stories high. "Dr. Attendant Is constantly with her to
of the locations of the various army
H.. M. Smith, .the superintendent, told see that she doesn't fulfill the prophposts are some of the crying reforms
us the legislature had not approprt ecy.' The other is a man who escaped
urged upon the attention of congress.
ated funds for more buildings, but from the asylum Borne time ago and
The present distribution of the troops
he is erecting a large brick dormitory completely disappeared until a series
of the regular army, In the opinion ot
to of mysterious fires at Raton led Dr.
with
what
he managed
the sec'ertary of war, is not only 111- save but of the maintenance fund. Smith to believe that his patient was
oglcal but offers a eerlous menace,
The maintenance fund is about $43,-00- in that town.
At the time of the last reports from
a year. He has also built a laun
locked In their
are
"'The
patients
the military departments, which were
dry and heating plant out of this rooms at night but attendants are
received in October, it was found that
fund. The legislature doesn't seem constantly on duty, throughout the
"the regular army numbered 71,840
to appreciate what the asylum means buildings and the most trustworthy
men with 4,209 officers, making a toor its needs, as it seems the build- have been thoroughly drilled in open
tal force of 76,049, a net increase of
needed would be provided for". ing the doors of the rooms in case
ings
do
"3,421 during the year. The figures
""As it is at present, the institution of necessity. The doors close with
not inolude the 3,485 men of the
is overcrowded. It has been necessary spring locks, but the locks are on the
corps.
to place two and sometimes three outside of the doors, so that In case
and this is the beds in one small room, and In one of accident they could all be opened
the
cities;
principal
the Teport calls attention to, the fact course which the general staff believes room there were seven beds, Dr. quickly.
'" lthat 709 are detailed to special duty, should be
said
Smith
he
get
they
might
manner
In which the institu
thought
"The
pursued."
nearly half of these, or 345, being dls
a great number of other two more beds In that room, but it tion is conducted is an education and
Among
trlbuted among the various schools matters touched
upon In the report, would be' crowding things too much. Dr. Smith has shown himself to be
of instruction of the regular establish
Dickinson speaks briefly He has cleaned out the attic, painted the right man In the. right place."
Secretary
in
state
ment or acting as Instructors
of the aeroplane and the floor, walls and Ceiling white and
educational institutions where a fea- but approvingly
O
balloon as engines of war, thus tecured a little more room. No
$100 Reward, $100
dirigible
ture is made of military , training. He
because of space that could be used has been
that
however,
added,
The
of
readera
this
will
be
paper
breachno
were
serious
While there
necessity of retrenchment he will overlooked and Dr. Smith says when pleased to learn that there Is at least
es of military discipline during the the
It
new
the
is
completed
dormitory
one dreaded disease that science has
submit no plea to congress this year
year, Secretary Dickinson declares for an appropriation to admit of the will probably be sufficient to accommo been able to cure In all Its
stages, and
no
the
doubt
can
that
be
"that there
of a proper aeronautical date the patients for a year or two. that is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
purchase
discipline and efficiency of Iroops
"When first taken to the asylum Is the only positive cure now known
He adds
for' the army.
were lowered by the continued absence equipment
Catarrh
"the fact must be rec the patients are put in an observation to the medical fraternity.
however,
that,
of so many company officers and the ognized that all first-clas-s
ex ward, a long room, well lighted and being a constitutional disease, requires
powers
resulting frequent changes of com- cept the United States are providing neatly furnished. They remain there a constitutional treatment. Hall's Capany commanders:
themselves" systematically with aeri under observation until the nature of tarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
"While it is true that the duties al fleets, Germany and France being their particular malady is shown, af directly upon the blood and mucuoua
ter which they are placed in the ward surface of the system, thereby deperformed by these officers are, in notably in thp lead."
to which it is deemed best to assign stroying the foundation of the disease,
the main, of great importance to the
and giving the patient strength by
them.
army or of material benefit to the
A Religious Author's Statement
up the constitution and assist
co
country, the number of officer
The ward in" which those not vio building
Salis
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman,
nature In doing its work. The pro
separated from their regular duties bury, N. C, who Is the author of sev- lently Insane are placed resembles ing
prietors have so much faith in its cur
with troops has now reached a point eral books, writes: "For several years the convalescent ward of a hospital.. ative
powers that they offer one hunthe
that
where It is beyond question
I was afflicted with kidney trouble and It is clean and neat in the extreme, dred dollars for any
case that it falls
efficiency and discipline of the army' last winter I was suddenly stricken plainly furnished and when we visit to cure. Send for list of testimonals.
are Buffering therefrom. On June 30, with a severe pain in my kidneys, and ed it the patients there seemed to Address F. J.
Cheney '& Co., Toledo,
s was confined to bed
1909, more than a third ot the
eight days unable be contented. Some of the women Ohio. Sold
druggists, 75o. Take
of the Mobile army were absent to get up without assistance. My urine were sewing, others reading, while Hall's FamilybyPills
for constipation.
and
white
a
thick
sediment
contained
on
commands
from- their proper
- and several men who were able to work
same
I
day
frequently
passed
as
service, of such a nature
were polishing the floor, A patient
Blobbs "Old Sourface says he lives
,1 commenced
taking Foley's who can
to cause them to be absent for some night.
do light work is- permitted close to ' nature." Slobbs "Well, all
and
the
Remedy,
gradual
pain
Kidney
who
those
captains
as
time. Including
abated and finally ceased and my to do so under careful supervision,
I'y !got to say Is it's pretty tough 00
were temporarily absent from their ly
urine became normal. I cheerfully re it helps him.
nature."'
ser
"I noticed that manNjf the beds
commend Foley's Kidney Remedy."
Droper commands, on detached
vice or otherwise, it is believed that Red Cross Drug Co. and O. u. Schaefer. were covered with patchwork quilts
Every Woman Wilt be Interested.
f
of the companies
and asked the reason. Dr. Smith said
less than
commandwere
If you will send your name and adof the Mobile army
Tommy "Pop, which is correct, T the women who wanted to sew were
we will mall you FREE a packdress
of
them
so
to
and
do
ed by captains."
many
T
will?"
permitted
shall, Or
Tommy's Pop.
of the regular army "It depends on the sex, my son. A worked away on patchwork quilts age of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-LEAF- ,
with the mllltla of the states Is very man says 'I shall,' and a woman says' which were utilized for the beds.
a certain, pleasant herb cure
"A ward for the worst patients is fer women's ills. It is u reliable regstrongly urged. THe secretary ouuintn T will."- on the top floor.' Two attendants are ulator and never-failina plan to accomplish this. He would
If you have
hava the country divided into a numconstantly on duty there and there
a
It's
Crime
V
in
bladder or
the
back,
pains
urinary,
ber of territorial and tactical districts to neglect your health. " The worst is little opportunity for a p'atlent to
tin-o- n
use
this
trouble,
convenientpleasant
kidney
be
or
harm.
millt'a
other
himself
do
may
the
so that
any
patient
neglect that you can be guilty of Is
roots
and
aromatic
of
'herbs,
the
is
one
troops
regular
attendant
to allow constipation, biliousness or In the other wards
ly combined with
stationed in those districts into per- any liver or bowel trouble to continue. on duty all the time, and in this leaves. All druggists sell It, 60 cents,
manent brigades, divisions and cofps It is poisoning your entire system connection I had only one criticism to or address. The Mother Gray Co., Le
for instruction4 and tactical organiza- and may lead to a serious chronic dis make." There are not enough attend- Roy, N. T.
ease. Taka Ballard's Heroine and get ants, 1 thinkas I was told that in
t
tion,
The matter of a general rearrange- absolutely well. The sure cure for some wards the, same nurse Is on
There are three things women
from-In the morning until 7:30 should not do; spit In public, yawn in
ment of the various army posts oc- any and all troubles of the stomach,
bowels. Sold by Center Block duty
and
liver
rein
the
at night This is not the fault of the public, or blow their noses in public.
cupies a prominent place
Co.
expresses Depot Drug
superintendent however, as he is doport The secretary of war
the best he can with the funds Ill Health Is More
his conviction that, as now situated,
Mrs. Nagsby "You know very well ing
Expensive Than
available.
the army posts do not meet the re you were
Any Cure
to
crazy
marry
perfectly
"A well conducted dispensary, is
quirements of the service, many 01 me." Mr.- Nagsby "I admit it, my
is now filled with peoThis
maintained and every care is given ple whocountry across the continent
them being isolated and difficult of
migrate
a case of tem a
was
it
but
merely
dear;
access.
patient who may become physically in all directions seeking that which
ill.
s
The majority of these posts, b' porary insanity."
of them
gold cannot buy.
"The dining room was one of the are suffering from throat and lung
points out, sprang into existence beStung For 15 Years
cause in the early days of the West
neatest 1 have seen in months. The trouble or chronic catarrh resulting
the' regular army was largely used by indigestion's pangs trying many long tables were covered with snowy from neglected colds, and spending
of
medicine
worth
$200.00
doctors
and
fortunes vainly trying to regain lost
for the protection of settlers from in
B. F. Ayacue, of Ingleslde, N, cloth and dishes, while heavy as is health. Could every sufferer but unthe Indians. The Indians have long C, vain,
showan
in
such
necessary
institution,
New
Life
at last used Dr. King's
since ceased to be a menace to the Pills, and writes they wholly cured ed evidence of good care. The tables do the past and cure that first neglected cold, all this sorrow, pain,
outlived
have
and
the
posts
whites,
him. They cure constipation, bilious were neatly arranged. The reading anxiety and expense could have been
authoritThe
army
their usefulness.
ness, sick headache, stomach, liver, raom was one of the pleasant placs'. avoided. Chamberlain's Cough Remand
and bowel troubles. 25c at all It was well arranged and flowers wera edy is famous for its cures of colds,
ies now. set forth111 that tactical
v. n 1A - kidney
I
a feature.' Many women were there and can always be depended upon J
strategical neceBiue reiiuuo uw iu- druggists.
and seemed as contented as, thev use it and the more serious diseases
cating of such army headquarters
would In their own homes. ,
hear the large cities, in close proxi RED CROSS STAMPS
may ba avoided. For sale by all deaARE NOW ON SALE
T- "There are two or three children lers.
mity to centers of transportation, and
with the
In the asylum, which is a reminder
with a view to
The American Red Cross society's that New Mexico needs an institution
militia.
When you can't spank sense into
"Hence, the three requirements," holiday stamps are on sale at the Mur- - where orphans can be cared for. The children, what's the use of trying to
1,
'
says Secretary Dickinson, "economy, phey and Red Cross drug stores. The children are not- Insane, Dr. Smith preach it to them?'- possibility of rapid movement and proceeds from the sale of the stamps
camp
training of the militia would all be go toward the expenses of the.
Is to love children, and no home
met in' the most effective manner u aign the society Is waging ' against
In
near
or
stationed
were
can be happy without jthem,
the troops
tuberculosis. Last year the sum
the ordeal through which
reached a large amount and it is hoped
yet
Ha vnfl4iriT mf har m rf noee
will
of
this
sale
bring
stamps
year's
A Reliable Remedy
I W I
in many more thousands of dollars
usually is so full "of. suffering
j
FOR
and dread that she looks for- than were realized last season. The
ward to the hour with appre
sale of the stamps here is under the
direction of the Las Vegas hospital hension. Mother's Friend, by its penetrating and soothing properties,
which will receive a liberal commis- allays nausea, nervousness, unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the
Ely's Cream Balm
sion.
, it quickly absorbed.
system for the ordeal that she passes tnrougn tne event with but little
Give Relief at Once, ,
The stamps are artistic and lend an suffering, as numbers have
It cleanses, soothes,
I j
air of holiday gaiety to. the packages testified and said, "it is worth
heals and protects
and cards Vo which they are attached. its weight in gold."
memdiseased
'
the
11.00 per bottle of druggists. Book
brane resulting from Catarrh and drives A red cross occupies the center. It
Head
of valuable information malted free.
in
the
quickly. Restores is surrounded by holly leaves and berwayaCold
size
Full
Smell.
and
Taste
of
Senses
the
ries. Beneath, the cross are the THE BEAD FIELD REGULATOR CO.
50 cts. st Druggists or by mail. Liquid woras, a awrry unnstmas ana a
AtUnUG.
Cream Balm for ute in atomizers 75 cts.
,
New York. Happy New Year."
Ely Brothers, 58 Warren Street,
COMPLETE
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possi-paupers,-

Have the finest flavor'
They surpass ALL OTHER
BRANDS
If your grocer
does not

keep them
he will
order them
for yovi
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Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
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Retail Pria
-

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, aoc per :
1,000 lbs.,' to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 35c per
300 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c f""

,
f

,

r':

50 lbs., to 300 lbs., each delivery, 40c r
Less than 50 Ibsi, each delivery,
7
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aqua pura comp
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cab-tain-

d
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:

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of ITataral " Ice, tke
onritv and lasting Qualities of which have ma.lp
Vm.

famous.

Office:

701 Douglas avenue.

"

Browne & ianzanares fio.
Saeda and Saadors;
Wool,

.

Hides and Pelts.

All kinds of Native Products.

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
.Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines .
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

"

Nine-tenth-

'
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not lessen a young woman's chances sure class; all he does or could doj
Is to do nothing, and that he does that
for,chievIng matrimeay.
sjut even eo the voices are not gracefully seems to be about as little
stilled. These (women, college edu as he could be expected to do There's
cated or less so, married or celifckttk a homely saying about there never
continue to talk on of this absorbing having been one horsehlde big enough
theme. In the last issue of the In- to cover a dray horse and 'a racer
dependent appears one who takes up at the same time, ' and since the
the issue from quite, another angle. Amerlcanr man la the greatest, busfc
This .brainy 'essayist is delightfully ness maa of the worKr ana tne Dest
naive and quite assuming. She 'says pfovider ,fojf his family, the most in- that' American women of education diilgeni single purposed husband and
do not marry because American men farther on the face of the globe, we

Qpttc
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A WOMAN.

,

'

,

Some time ago a college woman
who admitted to be nearly 30, which,
be it remarked in passing, she re

garded as an age dangerously near
i'mit beyond which marriage
v
aJnot, wrote frankly stating her
CO
case and asking why marriage comes
to such a email percantage of college-- i
bred women. This candid soul plainly
admitted that she was more than will- Ing to undertake home making, but
that in all her career she had re-ceived but one bona fide proposal,
t.i
and that neither she nor her parents
t
regarded the man as in any way eli-- '
:, gible.
Her plaint started things. Women
,
:
iol all persylaslons have been discuss-"7'inthisyrfiatter of tbe educated wo- man and the lessening number of
marriages among the better educated
, class. Miss
Carey M. Thomas, presl-- .
dent of Bryn Mawr, entered the arena
'...thin jjiant defense of the colege girl
'
riiaving gone to the trouble of
V" J nS statistics deduced from
i
"A more than 3,000 women college grad-- I
a uiites. She found that a very large
!
percentage of college graduates had
V ;. ,ft
arried, and by comparison had made
.""better marriages, more sucecssful and
f
than
happier wives and mothers
might be found among a correspond-V- ,
1ng number of women of lesser ment
training. That seemed to refute
'e' statement: implied In the first
nnlrv. whl'h"Wpci, tliat n tireindlce
exists against tUl woman jot higher
F"W&.
'f Li
.,J
education flop?
I that
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WINNINGS

are stupid and unentertaining. She
makeg her case appear thattwomen
do not marry simply because they
feel so Wonderfully superior rto the
men whom they might be' given bp1
portunity to wed. One wants to laugh
just a little bit over her one would
laugh.but she takes herself so wond
erfully seriously that laughing would
be mot unseemlngly rudeness. Back
ing her arguments with recent articles
by Professor Munsterburg and .Mrs.
Anna Bogers, ehe says in part:
The" American men are ' not
culturally on a level with the
women.
They do not play, sing,
paint, keep abreast of literature
or have an intelligent interest in
social matters. And while I do
think they try conscientiously, to
, get married, they spend little attention on the problem of making .:i
themselves!
attractive to a cultured, active, independent
She Is ahead of them and
she knows it. When ehe asks
them to name one good reason
why she should marry them they
curl up like a sheet of paper in
'
..."
a blaze.
t
Comparing this poor American
creature with the delightful mascu
line specimens which Europe turns
out, she says:
,;;vj(
They (the Europeans,) do not
lie backhand smoke and expect
the women to amuse them. They
find ner a comfortable chair and
play Chopin to her, they invite
her to take tea in charming cor- nersj,, they plan moonlight walks '
andvsunset rides, etc; They feel
the obligation to be interesting, ,,,
and Imust say that they succeed
in a fashion that makes the average .American man seem 'like a
dull, awkward boy by compari'
son.
v ; v '
What a charming picture the average busy American man would make
finding charming corners to take tea
in. Tea! And playing Chopin to a
young woman as a means of proving
himself a suitable life partner, a
husband and father of possible sons!
Probably all these be yery fine and
quite gentlemanly compliments, but
these critical women who want to
be amused should keep In mind that
tba delightful European is of a lei
v

wo-ma- n.

.

little indulgence
plead for him some
if he have no ' tremendous fondness
for tea In charming corners and soulful Chopin numbers, with which to
' i!
woo his mate.
,
The only real - sense of her argu
ment she incorporates in - tne last
paragraph where she reveals herself
as spoiled and conscious of It. Thou
sands upon thousands of American
women are spoiled and don't know
it. She says that if the American
man tould "get over his terrified
admiration of the nimble sex, culti
vate - his capacity to contradict her
and ven bully her now and then-- he
would get what he wants In. wives
as he has done in every- other depart
ment in life." There's the sum; and
substance of the whole .argument.
Women want flattery and attention,
but they must have a master as surely as a fractious colt must be broken with the bit. The more brains a
woman has the more profound is her
respect for the man who dominates
her without actually ignoring her.
-

-

.

LOGIC OF EARLY SHOPPING

,

'

,

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

,

'

2, 1909

leisurely and the selection of gifts
t
;
made with more consideration of .the
money will go
likes and needs of the recipient. Also
will
the opportunity to get the bst of,
is
ferings of the holiday season are the
shopping
1
shop-undiyided portion of the early
per4 jit uaed to be that shopping was
putqfr! until - the last few days bej
cause bargain hunters believed that
.V,
money 'saving reductions would occur
ill:
v
,, in.-ikj I
the fp$li before Christmas. 'But there
!
are few merchants who make apraj-tice- .'
arej
of reducing Christmas goods until
will
ao
New
.
is
that there
after
approval.:
Year,
very
inspection
little.to be said of the late shopping
practice, onthe score o economy. And
as Christmas is the season in which
brotherly love should be' especially
1st.
manifest, It la well to .remember othEvenings After
Opening
consideration'
ers In the
and recognize that when it Is possible to contribute to lessening the terrible strain
and stress of salespeople during the
The Fare But, my good man, 'it's
On.
holidays we should each do our part. barely a minute as the crow flies.
h(.'
Also there are those who depend on
of the
Cabby That in't nothin' ter go by.
a small income and possibly an uncer This 'ere's a cab, not a bloomin'
best Invest- tain one. These will of necessity be
Sketch.
ments to be found
.
compelled to put off their buying un
f in the city of Las Vegas
til late. Let everybody who has the How One Doctor Successfully Treats
today is an Optic want ad. It
money to get hla things for Christ
Pneumonia
will bring you results. Whether
f
mas get busy and get them right now.
"In treating pneumonia," says Dr.
you want to sell something
W. J. Smith, of Sanders, Ala., "the
f or buy something, youtCOAL COMPANY TO BLAME
use for tha lungs is
f can't lose. trou-Only
FOR AWFUL MINE HORROR only remedy I
a little
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. While,
mm
.',
V
to
ble
would
other
treat
I
of
try
symp
course,
Cherry, 111., Dec. 2. Witnesses be'
this
fore the coroner's jury which is in- toms with different medicines, I have
vestigating the St. Paul mine disas- used this remedy many times in my
ter testified that miners had been medical practice and have yet failed
- The Correct Time
permitted to remain, at work In the to find a case where it has not conI have used It
burning mine half an hour after the trolled the trouble.
"
a
to
stop
cough or cold is just as soon
fire was discovered. David Wright, a myself, as has also my wife for,1 as it
there will be no
startsthen
colds
and
and
repeatedly,
coughs
survivor, said the fire was discovered most
re
and
of
cheerfully
pneumonia- or consumption.
willingly
danger
at 1:30. o'clock while the men who commend
as superior to any other Just a few doses of Ballard's Hore-houn-d
it
were in the second vein were not
cough remedy to my knowledge.
Syrup taken at the start will
told until after 2 o clock.
For sale by all dealers.
"Alexander Hosenjack came down
stop the cough. If it has been running
on for sometime the treatment will
there and told Norbeck, the boss in
Luke warm friendship can outlast be longer, but the cure is sure, f Sold
that vein. Even then Norberg did not
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
turn in a general alarm. If he had grand passions.
Vein
man
in
that
that
I feel
every
would have been gotten out alive,"
said Wright.
Mrs. Margaret Troyer interrupted
and said that she knew that the coal
was being sent up. She said she saw
the last car coming to the surface
two hours after the first alarm of
To investigate our full line of
the fire. This statement was corrobo- rated by Mrs. Wm. Mills.

'presents
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open,fb iypur
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our goods and prices

;
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CERTAINLY PAY YOU

COLE'S HOT BLAST HEATING STOVES

'

n

1

"

Your Hair is Worth It
Does not Color the tiair

v

'

-

'

and it will save you money.
.:
Burns half the fuel.

x

F. J. GEHRING,

Afraid to use hair preparations? Don't know exactly what to do?
Then why not consult your doctor? Isn't your hair worth it?
Ask him if he endorses Ayer's Hair Vigor for falling hair.
.

O. ATffft

e.

m

There remain between now and
Christmas but nineteen shopping days.
It is tifiie to begin that Christmas
shopping, and it is advisable to pursue
it persistently and unremittingly until
It is completed, and at a date several
,
days before December 25.
;
There is every reason 'why the
Christmas shopper should begin early.
The best reasons, selfishly considered
is that the .shopper may accomplish
the buying with far greater ease and
be spared the annoyance of crowded
stores and interminable waits which
make the purchase of the smallest ar-ticle consume time which to the pro.
crastinating shopper seems abundant
in which to have purchased a whole!
Don't let the baldness of your neigh-tiowinter's outfit. Another considera-is that the buying may be more bors worry you; they might do worse.

,T.

farther and your
please better if your
done at

Your

516-51- 8

Douglas Avenue.

PompaVT. T,owp11. Mqq.

t
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Busy days leave in their wake a host of short lengths, odd lots and broken sizes. Good store keeping demands
that stocks be kept free from all these accumulations, especially at a time like this when we are entering upon the

"

holiday season.-

;

,

-

So the word has been flashed to every corner of our store that oddments must go and that right quickly. To enforce their rapid movement we have slashed heavily and deeply with the price cutting, knife, as a consequence many
.
tempting offerings present themselves. '
.., ..
,

Woarthlngs ior Men and Woman, Dross Accessories,
Dross Fabric As, Footwear, Upholsteries, Draperies,
and other home needs, haye been most attractively
priced for quick movemenU

y'
:

Every department in the store has shared in this early season "placing of our house in order. " There is not a
shelv or counter which does not present a' strong illustration of how thorough our cleaning up of the remnats has been.
FIGURES SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS HOWEVER, SO HERE ARE THE FIGURES OR AT LEAST SOME OF THEM.

i
table in a convenient place on the
in plain figures,
first floor, have marked every article
'
.
making choosing easy.

Embroldery and Lace
Remnants

We have placed a

'

i

Small remnats of from 2 to 4 yards in each. All kinds
of Silks, Lining, Debutant, Taffetas, black and coA large pile
lored, Messalinesi Satins, Panoy Silks. and
in some ..
of remnants priced very cheaply a ,
'" , ;
off.
instances

one marked amount of yards and price for we never
sold remnants like these at the price we are asking
(
now See them.

A Lot

1--

.',''

';

jf

Goods'-

t

;

All the short pieces 2 to 4 yards E" go. All class of
materials, Serges. Panamas Voiles, fancy iuixtures...
and 2 off.
etc., at
1--

C&Hco

K

and CLksiL.::-:;-

from 2 to i or '7 yards all ki" U
and kinds from the 8
Gingham t t
Uingham at 35o yard-- Remnants of
off.
and
.

at

lowa b

3, 3

Cne Lot of Children's Underwear
25c

Oddlpts of Men's Shirts,
this season styles, cuffs
attached or detached, pleated bosom or plain, all.

white or fancy; stripes,
checks or figured; some of
our best shirts included in
;,the lot., "Emery" brand
and Ferguson MoKinney
guaranteed shirts. Shirts
$1.25, $1.10, $1.75, and $2,
all sizes in the
100
.
lot. Special........ pIiUU

Men's Half 'Hose

of Boys' Underwear

N

Wrights Health, wool fleeced, sold all over for 75o
.
Cfln
garment, Shirts and Drawers
UOu
all sizes. SpeoiaL garment
;:,

,.:

fsn'a i.'ckwear

'v;

We have decided to sell at all times all of our Men's
all kinds, light,
jC'io and 76c Neckwear,
tVincy a: .3 black, guaranteed all silk.
four-in-hand-

.sort- -

'

Small sizes. Drawers only, all wool, ribbed,
' stock
you pay (B5o for. Special

f

CurtzLi IZ: 'ill AC
all priced at remnant prices very
merit from which to select. :

1--

Qna Lot

1-- 2

of Ladles' Shoes

years' styles, good
Vlce stock, good-yea- r
welts, and turns; B. P. Reed's,
O QC
Krippendorf 's make; worth $3.25, $3.50, and
i
$4.00. Special
ffa3( U

.

piecefc

1-- 3

in small sizes 2

Choioe.

v

50C

One lot of Men's Half-Hos- e
made of good Maco
Tarn, in. a variety, of sha-J- f
des, navy, tan,i oxford;
I'gray, green and black
some with doable heels
' and toes. Some mixed
'. Linen and Cotton, bought
to sell at 25c.
tCn
1UU
Special..

t

pi
r-

C L., .

In The Even's

Department

A large stock of these in every kind cheap medium
We have placed these in large boxes every-

and fine.

Silk Remnants

Dress

.

TORE
-

r-

or

QuAliTV

TURKEYS GIVEN
AWAY.

Don't

forget we
give away FORTY
nice, fat TURKEYS
on December 24th,
With
every 50c
.

purchase we give
you a coupon that
entitles you to a
chance to. win one
of the fOrty Turkeys. Buy' all' you
want, the more you
buy the more tickets youll get We ,
issue tickets from
December 1st on; 'i
'

Ion
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frustworthy
methods during the
( many years
of our
have
dealings
proven
the wisdom of trad-

;
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WINTERS

Hot sm

.tel

I
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Telephone Main 3

BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

THAT

PHOTO

IN

GET IT FRAMED FOR
CHRISTMAS GIFT.

$4.50

cm!

oi
r-T-

M CUNNINGHAM,
President.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice Pretldwt

r

Jose Gutierrez was In tlie city, today
from his home at Canon Largo.
Al Kossier returned last evening
from his trip to Steamboat Springs,

k

Colo.
Geo. R. Varney is a new arrival in

O.

,.f.

blankets.

AND

$4.60 for $5.75

A

T. H08KINS, Cashier.
B. JANUARY, Aast Cashier

$5.00 for $6.25

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED,

f

plaid or grey

All-wo-

blankets.

Las Vegas registering at the La Pen
Las Vegas Undertaking Co.- sion hotel.
,
W. A. Naylor and Tom Breene left
East Las Vegas, N. M.
this morning for his ranches near
Mineral Hill.
J. S. Johnson, colonization agent for Reld, Vicksburg, Mich., Sim McFar-landthe Santa Fe railway company, was
Logan, N. M., E. M. Waller, J. R,
'
in the city today.
Wassan, Tucumcarl; and Edward C.
Marcos Gonzales was in town from Stewart, Raton, are late arrivals in
Los Valles today purchasing supplies Las Vegas registering at El Dorado
hotel.
from local merchants.
Mrs. H. W. Stevens and three chil
Leroy Robinson, who arrived in the
city recently from Oklahoma City, dren departed this afternoon for Okla
Ofela., is spending a few days at El homa City, where they will Join Mr.
Porvenir resort.
Stevens who has been in Oklahoma
A. Lilly, Jr., representing the Sharp City f6r the past six months. Mr.
& Dome Chemical Co., of Baltimore, and Mrs. Stevens wil locate
perman
Md., was In the city today calling on ently in that city, where the head
local
the
of the family is now employed.
druggists.,
Robt. H. Kempt,
and
Carlos and Herman Spiess, sons of
general manager of the Kemp Lumber Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Spiess, left
company of Roawell, was a visitor in this afternoon for Los Angeles, Calif.
the Meadow city today.
They were accompanied as far as
Athol A. Wynne, inspector of lum- Albuquerque by Mrs. .Spiess. On their
ber, department of agricultural, was arrival in Los Angeles, they will be
a visitor in the city today, departing met by Mrs. Lynch, grandmother of
this afternoon for Santa Fe.
the two young heirs ,of.the Spiess
L. M. White, EI Paso, Tex.; Miss estate and will spend the winter in
Arnold, J. T. Fitzmorrisa, Denver and southern California's sunny clime.
J. A. Lucaa, are recent arrivals regisH. M. Hull, Willard Burrows, Chi
cago; E. E. Lee, Dallas, Texas,
tering at the New Optic hotel.
Late arrivals at the Central hotel W. Parker, Las Cruces; A. H. Russell,
are F. H. J. Bucking, Chicago; .Ralph Denver, Joe P. Jacobs, Kansas City,
Shifter, . Denver; Martine Pope, Rocky MO., D. R. Lansing, Colorado, Springs,
Ford, Colo., and G. W. Syacey, Santa Colo., A.' Lilly, jr., Baltimore, Md., D.
Fe.
E. Atwell Philadelphia,
Pa., B. B.
Rev. J., B. Bejl, district missionary Bran, Hutchison, Kan., A. Arbough,
for New Mexico and' Arizona, Kior Wichita Kan., S. ,Y. Jackson, Alamo
the A. M. E. church, arrived in the gordo, are recent arrivals at the Cascity this afternoon from Douglas,
taneda hotel.
"
Ariz.
Richard Dunn atfer spending yes
LOCAL NEWS
terday in the city from his home at
on
the
this
morning
Gascon, departed
Miss Reeves Kelly will leave next
California limited for points down the
road.
Monday for Mills, N. M where she
Josefita Garcia, returned this af will have charge of a echool for the
ternoon to her duties at the Valmora remainder of the winter. Mills Is a
ranch, after spending a week in the small place located about ten miles
city as the guest of her mother, Mrs from Roy, Mora county. Miss Kelly
is a daughter of Mrs. Perry McDon
B. Abeytla.
Chris Wertz and wief arrived in the aid, and is well and popularly known
city this afternoon from Clovis. Mr. in Las Vegas.
Wertz will resume his former position
H. K. Leonard has filed suit in
here as chief clerk to Division Fore
man Archer Talley.
Judge Murray's court against File
C. J. Dawe, traveling salesman for mon 9anchez In the sum of $38 to
the Morley Mercantile company of cover a store 5)111 run at the Leopard
Penver, was in the city today calling saw mill up the canon. Mr. Leonard
on the trade. Mr. Dawe was a guest has also filed suit In the same court
against Pedro Sanchez in the sum of
at the! Castaneda hotel.
$15 for failure to fulfill a contract
"... Assistant U. S.
Herbert
Attorney
'
W. Clark returned this afternoon from for hauling certain lumber.
for
been
has
he
where
Alamogordo,
J. P. Moyer who has for the past
several days connected with his du
year b?en in the employ of the Charles
ties as, assistant U. S. attorney.
Georee Hayward. accompanied bv Ilfeld company, acting in the capacity
his wife and daughter returned this of manager of the hardware depart
afternoon to their home in Santa Fe, ment, has resigned his position with
after attending the wedding of Miss that firm and will leave soon for the
Charlotte Hayward in this city yes Harvey mountain resort where , he
will spend a week, after which he
terday.
Mrs.; E. T. Gibbons, who Is at the will return to Denver, in which city
head of the hat trimming department he was formerly connected with the
of Mrs. A. Standish's millinery Btore, George Frith Hardware company. Mr.
filled by P,
departed this afternoon for Chicago, Moyer's position wi!J--be
where she will study up on the styles H. Grant
for the- coming season.
e
What might have proved a disas
horse racer
P. L,i Pinard,
of San ;,Miguel county and who still trous fire, was narrowly averted by
possesses some racing blood, was In the timely action of James S. Duncan,
the cligf yetserday from his . ranch sr., yesterday morning at Ills home on
south &t town to witness the race Fourth street when a blaze was dis
which iiok? place yesterday afternoon covered in the mantel place. The fire
of
waff burning In the woodwork
on the boulevard.
a boxed-iand during the
fireplace
E.
after
attending time
Robtj
Alldredse,
that it has 'been boxed more or
d
Wedding In, this
the
soot has accummulated. This
less
city yesterday returned this afternoon was limited by a
which had fall
to his home in Springer. Mrs. Alld en Into the soot spark
and in a short ma
redge will remain In the city Until the woodwork was ablaze. The flames
Monday as the guest of Mr. and Mrs were soon extinguished. Had. it not
Thoa. W. Hayward.'
been that the fire was discovered
.,..-.Miss Nora E. Morrossv. the train when it was the Duncan home might
4d nurse, denarted for Watrous; this have been destroyed. Th damage
afternoon, where fhm;$plif.fi!.-iwas sligh-anfortunately the beautia message from Dr.Gook ful naV trlipmings on the interior of
will residence were not
lit Valmora ranch. Miss Morrls
damaged.
be absent from the city several days
on professional business.
Madame Mace, clairvoyant, astrolo-is- t
Don Margarlto Romero returned
and psychometrlsL
during her
this "morning from El Porvenir, tay In Las Vera will be found at
where he has been for the past two BH Dorado Hotel, room 3. Can be en
daya looking after the interests of his gaged for evening entertainments.
copper mine. Mr. Romero reports Receives on Sunday.
that the snow fell much deeper tn
Try, try again," is the motto of
the oinon than (It did in th city. ,
an actress who finds marriage
many
P.
Kan.,
O. H. Shaffer, Fredonia,
failure.
a
W. Wertenberger, Janera. Ohio, A. L.

AU-wp-
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'young man, when yon get that statement of yoir :.
Your deposits cover quite a period and you ba v
the money.
'
OUR
INTEREST CREDITS SW
THE ACCOUNT

grey or plaid

r

to its present excellent showing. Keep on and you'll
-

d

.

:D
tt

scf-- n

rich.

INTEREST CREDITED ON DEPOSITS AT
SAVINGS BANK,

-

THUS

.

$

Las Vegas Savings,
Bank t
t
c
r

San

OFFICE WITH

.

Miguel Nectlonail Dank.

ONLY AT

souther n cows, $2.604.15; native
cows and heifers, $2.50 6; etockers
and feeders, $3.155.50; western
cows, - $2.754.50.
.

Opposite Y.
fHE BIG STORE

Auiotttobllc, Carriage, Wagon

M. C. A.

and mlgn

LITTLE PRICES

New York Metals, Stocks & Moneys
.New York, Dec.
2. Conner Mar
ket weak. Standard spot, 12
13;
I
Standard January, $12.87
S"
lead, market quiet, 442
asked. Sil' v
ver, 51
Call Money 4 3 5
per cent.
Prime Mercantile Paper 5
ner
428 Grand Avei, Oven Lorenzen'a
cent. :.:
.,
Mexican Dolls 43.
Amalgamated 86
Atchison 118
?;
New York Central 126
Southern Pacific 127
Union Pacific 198
Steel
7; pfd. 123
This is .66 inches below the mean for was 44.7 degrees .
November. It totals lS?56 inches for
Tne nignest snaae temperature was
the year thus far, and Is 2.98 inches 75 degrees.
WEATHER REPORT FOR
less than the average,
The lowest temperature - was 14 de-The mean sun temperature was 101 grees.
MONTH OF NOVEMBER degrees. One day the eun Aid not
The greatest range any one day, beshine, while on another it shone only tween the highest and the lowest was
one-hahour.
52 degrees.
The weather summary for the The mean maximum shade
temperv
wvy
month of November, Just past, in Las ature was 62.1
degrees.
Dr.
Wm.
Curtlss
Vegas,; compiled by
The mean minimum shade temperr.oan tu'.
waa
tsaney, tne local forecaster, follows: ature was 27.4 degrees.
The precipitation was .19 inches.
mean
'
The
temperature for the month iow t .
tn wnl tako
7-- 8

MARKET

REPORTS.

!,::

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Lodis, Dec. 2. Wool Market is
dull today. Territory and 'western
mediums, 2429; fine mediums,
25; fine,

1220.

v

1--

;

3--

Sheep 16,000. Market steady. Natives, $2.755; western, $35; yearlings, $5.406.80; lambs, native, $5.25
7.75; western, $5.255.65.
Kansas City Sheep Market.
Sheep 5,000. Market steady. Muttons, $4.605.50; lambs, $5.757.65;
range wethers and yearlings, $4.25
6.55; range ewes, $3.255.25.
Kansas City Hog Market.
Hogs 10,000. Market steady today.
Bulk, $7.958.20; heavy, $8.158.25;
packers and butchers, $808.20;, light,
"
$7.608.05; pigs, $6.507.50v Chicago Hog Market.
Hoga 20,000. Market steady today.
Light, $7.708.2O; mix, $7.758.35;
heavy, $7.908.40; rough, $7.908.10;
good to choice heavy, $8108.40; pigs
$6.657.70; bulk $8.108.30.
Chicago Livestock Market.
2. Cattle
7,000.
Dec.
Chicago,

Market steady.
Texas steers,

2

s

5--

Chicago Sheep Market.

Mlinslmmith Shop

3--

1--

lf

''Xldltr

....1MmmmiTOC,Jm..

l

.

:" ""

!JI?

'

',

ie Standard of iaiib
ONLY TO BE FOUND IN THE

Beeves, $3.859.15;
4.75; western
steers, $47.40; stockers and feed
ers, $2.105.15; cows and heifers,
$2.10 5.65; calves, $6.25 8.50.
$3.70

JEWELRY STORE, OF

Chicago Produce Market.
2. Wheat- -- May,
Dec.
Chicago,
97
$1.05
July,
0
Corn May, 61
Oats May, 423-8- ; July 40
Pork Jan., $21.50; May, $20.65.
Lard Dec, $12.90; Jan. $12.42
-

3--

3--

1--

1--

Ribs

Jan., $11.1527; May,

$10.75.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Dec. 2. Cattle, 5,000,
Including 400 southerns. Market is
steady today. Native steers, $4.80
8.50; southern
steers, $3.405.60;
.

!
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TO SHOW'

is conscientiously maintained at
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No Trouble For Us

old-tim-

-

f

Y

,

Anton-Haywar-

o
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O

sunPLUs

$4.20 for $5.25 Altwoch greys or plaid

Don't let that beautiful picture get blankets.
,
soiled or your walls look so bare
5
lb. Hand
when our pictures and picture $2.40 for the $3.00
Made. Silkolene. comforts.
so
are
framing:
cheap.
5 lb. fancy
Oar line is very complete, and $2.80 for the $3.50
style new,, and werkmanshio is satine with plain center and plaincolored hanks.
excellent.
Art picture free with our perfu ALL COMFORTS AND BLANKETS
mes and all toilet articles. Buy at 20 per cent discount FOR CASH,
your Christmas toilet articles of this week only.
us for Christmas gifts, you can
$22.25 for the $35.00 Seamless 9x12 ft.
get $1.00 for 50c and an art pictu
Smith Axmlnster rugs. '
re or song free.

-

Q
O
O

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

n

PERSONALS

n

fl

J.

9.iJ.I

plajd blankets

1

T

$ 3100,000.00

grey blankets

All-wo-

$3.70 for ?4.75,

Otarbbnas is Near

BRING

CO.

for

y:jp

ft

Before The Holidays
$3.60

ji;t

p.

j

N limbers

'

."'"T"'!"..?T

i 'i

fi'inno

It"-.!-

gua-

DRUG

FIVE

San MiffuelNatioiicii:Ba!ik

Few

'

riess we have been "
"working for a repu-'- tation; we have gain- - r
ed it and 'it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfac-

tory deal-w- e
rantee that.

2, 1909

5O00OO06CtOOOOOOOOOOOO5OOOOOOOOOOO

ing with us." While
working for a busi- -

-

DECEMBER

J A line large line ,of
I' BEAUTIFUL PAT

YTT

T-r-

--

S

l

And y,auam;afldrdecl Cp dppcrtunity of c colectiori vortlr ' aCity
of a hundred iL:
-

TERNSL practi
.

cat acceptable gift in
any household, there
always being place

""For aRugorSOME
SIZE or OTHER.

V

!

iV

iD

Linoleums and Oil Cloths

J,

C, JOHNSEN & SOU

CALL Al

623 DOUGLAS AVE.
i

iv
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Classified jltiDeffi$emetit$.
'

I,
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USE

I

I

"It's unpossible."
"You mean impossible, don't you?"
"I mean that it can't be did."
I
Judge's Library, s

..I

ANOTHER

GOOD

'

WTO

Arthui?
who live

FOR NEW GOVERNOR

'

$25.
$35.

nd Open Runabout,
J ' nl. Hand Open
Buggy,
j ourV Jersey Cow, Cash or Easy Payments.
r.
f
old Horse, good size. V
' "
Saddle Ponny.
-Durham Cow, just fresh.'

1
1

:.

O

Ji-

-

Last Wednesday the news was
flashed out from Washington that after a conference between the President, Poatmatser General Hitchcock,
and National Committeeman Solo
mon Luna, Chief Justice W. J. Mills
waa appointed governor of New Mexico, to succeed George Curry, resign
ed.
This surprising news was verified
by a news dispatch from Laa Vegas,
'
Judge Mills home.
,W. J. Mills is Mississippi born and
Connecticut reared.
Ha has lived in New Mexico some
20 years longer than a whole lot of
us; was a Connecticut legislator long
before many of us were born, and
has been chief justice of the New
Mexico supreme court for 12 years, or
more.
He is a man
fitted
for the position of governor on account of his long life on the bench
and legislative experience.
No one questions his ability. He
is said to be long on "horse sense,"
and being a man well up In years
there Is but little in the way for his
making New Mexico a good . No. 1

I

j

j
I

Trading Food and Oram Ciora
Pliono r.lainOD. Bridgo Street

"

WANTED

Good cook for small
ily. Apply1021 Fifth street.

Buy a "Ford Automobile" High
priced quality in a lor priced car
(fully equipped) F.
0. B. Detroit,
Qne would be a very acceptable
Christmas present for trie family.
Apply for Catalogues to D. T.
Hoskins, San Miguel. National
Bank or
,

fam-

A reliable
housekeeper,
capable of managing a email hotel;
middle aged lady or widow, preferred.' Write to'Chaa. Glasgow, Col-NM., stating salary expected
and giving references.

WANTED

;

,

4 FORD

Table boarders
at 712
Phone. Purple 5112.
cents. Furnished rooms.

WANTED

street

Fifth

Meals 25
i?

LEARN BARBER TRADE
r
snort time "required; graduates
? . earn $12' to $30 week . Moler Barber college, Los Angeles.
MKN

-

street'

616 Main

t

House and lot. Apply

FOR SAL1
adjotnln-

V

-

)"''

'W.

t Ago

mij-

'jt

--

cffarm

,

acre tract
experiment

'

'

1

u

tl

"

y

lf

,nnL
.

-

.,

-

land,

--

e Eitit, $12.00

per

Glasgow, Col

"

Off
T ?":'.'
3- tfOR SALS All wool portieres, never
and comfortables.
t, used; blankets
713 Fifth street
"

r;

v

FOR SALE

needlework

street

,

-

1

v,rr

FOR SALE Legal blanks of all descriptions. Notary seals and records
at The Optic office.- OLD newspapers for sale at The Op
tic office, 10 cents a bundle.

For Rent

Draw

FOR RENT Three sunny rooms, suit
able for light housekeeping. Apply
623 Twelfth Btreet
furnished
RENT Five-rooFOR
house. Furnished rooms with bath,
$1.50 per week and up. Call 618
Grand. Phone Main 428.
'

')

.

FOR RENT Two cozy housekeeping
Inquire 414 Seventh street

A rooms.

.

-

Stamping done and art
materials. 712 Fifth
'

,

We trust that our "Good Govern
ment" friends, both democrats and
Colfax, N. M.
republicans will lend a helping hand
in so far as It is up to us to do so, and
let's have ea and Tiarmony In New
.
.t
Mexico political camps, that we may
REALTY REPORT
hasten to - statehood. While under
.
territorial regulations we have but little to say aa to who will administer
(Business Men's Association)
our laws. We take what Washington
'
gives us. After statehood we will
Deeds
Warranty
Fred W. Browne et ux to F. E. Hunt choose our own state officials.
et ux, September 5, 1909, consideration
Let's help Mills give this territory
, conveys u acres in sec. 31 twp. 1& a good
administration, and thus hastR. 18.
en our chances for statehood.
Fred W. Browne et ux to Jesse De
Voe, June 3, 1909, consideration $1,
Rich Men's Gifts Are Poor '
conveys lot 27 blk. 12 Petersburg.
Fred W. Browne et ux to Jesse De beside this:. "I want to go on record
Voe, April 14, 1909, consideration $1, as saying that I regard Electric Bitas one of the greatest gifts that
Cnveya 160 acres In sec. 8 twp. 17 R, ter
God has made to woman, writes Mrs,
William E. Gortner et ux to May O. Rhlnevault of Vestal Center, N- - X
Henry, November 1, 1909, considera- "f can never forget what It has done
glorious medicine
tion $1, conveys lots B, C, 19, and 20 for me." This
gives a woman buoyant spirits, vigor
blk Z. Ilfeld and Baca addition.
It quick
Agustin Vigil et al to Josefa Lopez, of body and jubilant health.
sleeplessness,
January 27, 1908, consideration $50, ly cures nervousness,jielancholy, headache, backache, faintconveys land in San Miguel county.
in? and dizzy spells; soon builds up
Quit Claim Deeds
weak, ailing and sickly. Try them
Manuel P. Manzanares to Sangul- the
5Cc at all diugglsts.
juela Co., November 15, 1909, conside
ration $10, conveys land in San Miguel
Occasionally we hear a man say of
county.
Edward D. Raynolds to Fred W. another man: "He has but one great
Browne November 22, 1909, considera- fault," Every man Jias a hundred
tion $960, conveys 640 acres in sec 31, great faults.
twp. 17 R. 20.
Sheep Contract
For Eczema, Tetter and Salt Rheum
Nazario Lopez to Severo Lopez, Oc
The intense itching characteristic
tober 20, 1908, on 864 head of-- sheep.
of these ailments la almost instantly
by Chamberlain's Salve. Many
How One Doctor Successfully Treats allayed
severe cases have been cured by it.
Pneumonia
For sale by all dealers.
"In treating pneumonia," says Dr
W. J. Smith, of Sanders, Ala., "the
METHODS
only remedy I use for the lungs is FREE
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. While,
of course, I would treat other symptoms with different medicines, I have 8ufferers From Kidney Trouble,
used this remedy many times In my Bladder Trouble or Rheumatism
Can Have Free Treatment.
medical practice and have yet failed
to find a case where it has not con
trolled the trouble. I have used it WRITE TO THE ADDRES8 BELOW
myself, as haa also my wife for
It Is Important for the
coughs and colds repeatedly, and I
tfflioted to know that it
most willingly and cheerfully reany unocr them are victim of rheumatism or
commend it as superior to any other
aufler from Inflammation
cough remedy to my knowledge.'
of the bladder, kidney
For sale by all dealers.
trouble, etc., free treat-

"Tallies.

,t

'

governor.-

MOTOR CO.

.

For q!g
FOR SALE

''.,

3050.00

,

A man to do Janitor work.
the Las Vegas Hospital.

WANTED
Call at

r

'

t

;

t'afp Wanted, Etc.

'

-

;

'

ment can be had by writing Dr.Lynott of Chicago,
who uses free medical
dispensary methods, as
be gives medloine for
these ailments free of
charge. It is never too late
to be cured, and in your
own home, too. Others
may fail, but Dr. Lynott
is known to succeed even
foil Cnma
vkan
0f tue symptoms are:

Visiting Relative
ic your

father

(

V

.

ht

.

&&

'

1

ImUv.

I

Jig

4.

,

with all that
'

,
gray hair.
The Naughty Son Yes, and he's
got me to thank for It, too! Puck.
'

,

5

'

r

f

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

"Bridget darlin',"' eaid Pat, who was
well versed In the ways of woman,
whin it comes Christmas, what
would ye loike to take down to the
shops to exchange?" Harper's Ba times it leads me to absurd extremes,
zaar.
as in the present instance. Of course.
I'm glad the moths are gone, but," he
"Can't you people make up your dif added, with a
deep sigh,"they must
ferences?"
have found it a horrible death!"
"Weil, judge, my wife believes in Judge's Library.
Cook and I believe in Peary."
m
m
The divorce is granted." Kansas
Professor (of English Literature)
City Journal.
At times you find it difficult, I dare
'
say, to comprehend the involved style
"Santa Clause brought me a little of Mr. James.
baby sister for Christmas," confides
Miss de Muir O, no, professor; I
the email girl from next door.
never have any difficulty In under'Yes; an it's the only present me standing him. The only trouble I have
an' Freddie got that papa hasn't brok- is to find out what he: is driving at.
en already windin' it up an' showin'
Chicago Tribune.
us how it runs." Judge's Library.
For That Dull Feeling After. Eating
My wife says she would rather go
I have used Chamberlain's Stom
than
to the cooking school
play bridge
ach and Liver Tablets for some time,
whist," said the man.
can testify that they have done
"So would mine," replied the other. and
me more eooi than anv tablets I have
her
have
'But I'd rather
play bridge." ever used. My trouble was a heavy
' "Is she a
poor cook?"
dull feeling after eating. David Free
"No, but fche's a good bridge play man, Kempt, Nova Scotia. These tab'
Star.
lets strengthen the stomach and im
ersWashington
prove the digestion. They also reg
If your mother bought four bunch ulate the liver and bowels.
They,
es of grapes, the
price are far superior to pills but cost no
being ninepence a bunch, how much more. Get a free sample at all dea
money would the purchase cost her?" lers and see what a splendid medicine
it is.
asked the new teacher.
answered
You never can tell,"
The man who shouts most for good
Tommy who was at the head of the
government is the one figuring on be
class. "Ma's great at bargaining."
'
,
coming an active, salaried part of it.

It la often said every man should
have a fad as a recreation. But most
men have too many. We have noticed
that the successful man makes his
.
business his fad.

N

'

Choked to Death
is commonly said of babies who have
died of the croup. How unnecessary
this is. No child ever had the croup

without having a cold or cough at the
start. If you will stop the first symptom of the cough with Ballard's Hore-houSyrup there is no danger whatever of croup. Sold by Center Block
Depot Drug Co.

nd

When a guest at a dinner party, It
is a misfortune to sit in such a position that everything is passed to you
first, as you will not always know
"what to do."

mm.

shop-keeper- 's

Tit-Bit- s.

"Your cook has been with you aix

No Case on Record
There Is no case on record of a cough
months, you say?"
"Six months and two weeks, an or cold resulting in pneumonia or consumption after Foley's;. Honey and Tar
swered the Indianapolis man.
taken,' as it will 'stop your
"Quite a long time for a cook to re haa been
cough and break up your cold quickly.
main."
Refuse any but the genuine Foley's
"Well,, she's got to stay until she Honey and Tar in a yellow package.
us
for
She's
novel.
finishes her
using
Contains no opiates and is safe and
sure. Red Cross Drug Co. and O. G.
typs." Louisville Courier Journal.
Schaefer.
"Yes; Migglesby is usually remembered by his friends and relations on
Christmas, but not very well. You see,
he is a
asked the inter
"A
ested listener, ."What is that?"
'
is somebdy you
"A
forget all about until 10 o'clock the
If you shop mornings
night before Christmas." Judge's. Li
"
'
brary.

,

you'll find the stores

"

Looking

One's Best

It's a woman's delight to look her

bvpt, but pimples, skin eruptions, sores
and boils rob life of Joy: Listen! Buck-len- 's

Arnica Salve cures them; makes
the skdn soft and velvety. It glorifies
the face. Cures pimples, aore eyes,
cold sores, cracked lips, chappwd
hands. Try it. Infallible for piles.
25c at all drugiats.
Too many advanced ideas are
vanced in the wrong direction.

ad-

Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
quickly, strengthens the lungs and expels colds. Get the genuine in a yellow package. Red Cross Drug Co. and
O. G. Schaefer.
All Aboard for Harvey's!
Carriage goes out Saturday morning, returns following Friday. Leave
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
Trading Co's.

WHEN WILL YOU SHOP
MORNING or AFTERNOON

He etole a kiss;
Said the pouting miss;
"For that you'll pay
,'
On Judgment day."
"By Jinks," said he,
"If you'll trust me '
Till Judgment day
"I'll steal somemore."
And ere, they eay,
She slipped away,
He stole a score.
Chicago News.

and

spick

span,

By

2

afternoon

the

shoppers have .d i

a

s-

-

arrangedthedisplays,
the days grow shorter and darker, the
clerks are growing

stocks nicely arranged, sales people alert
and anxious to serve

t i r e d they're

you.

man,

yotrltDow-.-

hu-

'

SHOP MORNINGS WHENEVER POSSIBLE

The next two weeks you who are wise will do the bulk of your
"Mamma," said the boy the day
In
and
Christmas
as
bed
he
after Christmas,
lay
,
shopping.
dutifully took the paregoric and other
things, "you said yesterday that I
ought to be sorry for all the poor lit
tle children that couldn't have as
-

much candy and cake and things as
I got, didn't you?"
'
"Yes, dear."
"Well, do you suppose those ioor
little children are sorry for me to
day. Judge's Library.
"
corpora"Speakln' o' close-fistetions," remarked Jed Spearman, as he
helped himself to another handful of
prunes, "reminds, me o' th' 'sperlence
I had with' Skidoo Route in '73.
"Many an' ma was takin' th' train
to go an' yisit her folks, an' when th'
injine come 'long a doggone big hot
cinder flew right plum into my eye,
"Well, I had a ter'ble painful time
with that eye fer Tout a week and
fin'ly had t' go t' a oe'list an' have th'
cinder dug out.
"And do y' think that measly rail?
road w'd pay my doctor bill 'r

Arc Yon Thinking
of Buying

d

A HOUSE? A LOT? AHORSE!
AN AUTOMOBILE? A BUSU
NESS?. A MUSICAL INSTRU,
MENT? You will serve your own

interest by consulting

A

;

.

Optic Want Ads

t

i

"

'

.

:

7.

1

THE

'

---- --

BOSS BREAD

eny-thin'-

.

'
1

aristocrat

How

looks

As you grow older, you become
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
all modern conveniences, 808 Main worse or better How are you in this
street
,
respect? Some men are very promising
up to 35, and then begin to show weak
For Rent Nicely furnished house- traits inherited from . worthless ankeeping rooms. Electric light bath, cestors.
or. t. frank lynott
etc. Excellent location. 918 Eighth
(
Alone In Saw Mill at Night '
I. Pain the back.
10. Swelling-manBtreet
,
part
frequent desire 11. of the body.
unmindful of dampness, drafts, storms X. Too
or pain
to urinate.
Palpitation
or cold, W. J. Atkins worked
' around the heart
8. Burning or obstruc- roomi,
'OR...RENT ...Nicely. furnished
Tb
a r.i.
II. Fain in the hip Joint
Hon of urine.
at wanner Springs, Tenn. 4. Pain
v,.
wun or witnoui noara. mro.
watenmap,
Pain In the neck or
or
In
soreness
FiK-Iexposure gave him a Severn com
head.
the bladder.
Hammond, '( 14 Main. Phone Pun1.;
"
14. Pain or soreness la
t'
settled on his lungs. At last he 6. Prostatic trouble.
5242. v.'
li.:
to give up work. He tried many
r f. dies but all failed- - till ha nari 7'
E
i
FOR RiJNT Store roonf. No.
Painandswelllngof
pr. King's New Discovery. "After 8. (ilelLd5?.lL,.
ne
Const nation or liver 17. iain muscieg,
B. Bunt
Sliv.)
4 one bottle," he writes," "I went
8nd soreness
v
m nerves.
i
k to work as well as ever." Severe 0. troubles.
Pain or soreness 18. Acute or chronle
.fCZ.
oi,:,.u( stubborn
under right ribs.
rheumatism.
coughs, inflamed
N
rca.:,ENT N
or;nt room, cr: threats and sore lungs,
hemorrhages,
out
Pill
the
ooupon
the numbers
below,
U
giving
room.
8
housekecp-Ir:l
the. 5bt
""uupiiig cougn pet quicn of your symptoms, or write a letter describing
In
or TOor'35o jard; ,rd.
and prompt euro from this glori-o- i' your case, sign your name and address plainly
revef
"Not them. When I went t' see th'
os,
medicine.-- . 50c and $1.00. Trial and send it to Dr. T. Frank Lynott,
se.
frwoa- Building. Chicago, 111., and you will re- super'tendent 'bout it he threatenedt'
free. guaranteed by all dn.g-- ceive a free treatment, letter of medical advice have me 'rested fer stealth' coal."
and a lurge illustrated medical book, all tree.
1
'
for RZXiiMzLif.'z:- Chicago Record-HeralC
"
.a
In.
fu
bath,
FREE
TREATMENT
COUPON
'
An old man's id?a of a good preachremnant pric,tlc.
tleraan
She handed him his evening clothes.
er is one who roasts the youn? people DR. T. FRANK LYNOTT.
which to select
.'
had been packed away all sumOccidental Bldg., Chicago.
They
who
on
sit
the back spat and giggle.
'
i been
comKindly send me a free treatment. My sympmer with a
Many a gi
toms are number
locted while
King Ct a
As the odor of tar and campound.
(Time
The
Correct
better one tl
phor assailed him his face grew sad.
jna?ria!es. to stop a cough or cold just as soon The treatment is for use of the
the
following
"What troubles you, dear?" asked
A
aa It starts then tht ,
wi!l be no person, whose age la
T
the wife.
it yon desire y
i;on:p:i x'tm danger cf imeumonia
:
take Foley's Orino fk' itlv for
"I am thinking of, these clothes."
.Tut a few doses tf I
is nor Kama "V
vation and liver trouV? as it will sU.n-ulat-e hot,-!- i Syrup taksn fit f
"It looks to me that you ought to
will St'.ee'),.
stsrt
the3e organs nd thoroughly stop the cough. If H '
,
look pleased. There are certainly no
,anng
i leanae your
system, hlch 1s what ev- oc for sometime', t
City.'...
moths In them."
" wjh
eryone needa in order to feel well. Red be longer, but the' Ci
t(J
'It's my sympathetic nature," said
State...
Cross Drug Co. and cf. G. Scnaefer.
Center
Block
.. . Co
by
Dep
man. "I can not help It Some- the
' 1
sii-ee- t

And You Will Always Have

X

'

U

They say, dear that people
together get to look alike.

Kate Then you must consider my
as final. Christian Register.'
refusal
Favorable editorial comment on the
appointment of Chief Justice W. J.
Knlcker I would give woman the
Mills of this city to be' governor of
when all women want it.
suffrage
New Mexico, continues, as la evincMrs. Knlcker Huh Do you give
ed by the following from the Otero me Persian lamb cd&t when
all woa
County Adevrtiser,
published at
men want it? New York Sun.
"
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BOSS PATENT FLOUR

THE
HYGEIA
ICE
MADE FROMPURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES:

,

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
200 to 1,000 lbs.
50 to 200 lbs.t '
Lessthat 50 lbs.
-

'

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

20c per
30c
4oc
50c
75c

"

U5ed
.
,

- McGuIre &
Phone Main" 227

'
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LA3 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND
CAFE
Short Orders and Regular Dinners
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

THE BEST

THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

V

v

'

2, 1968

8 EVEN

LETTEB TO CGUNTY
SUPERINTENDENTS

HANDLED

Santa Fe, N. M Dec. 2. Territorial
Superintendent of Public Instruction
James E. Clark, has just issued an im
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
portant letter to the various county
school superintendents in th(j territory
with references to excuses and per
CHAPMAN LODGE NO 8, A. F.
III
eU
ft ,
mits issued teachers. The
PHYSICIANS
letter
M.
.
reads:
Regular com'
DR.NA. J. BUTTERFIELD,
Gentlemen It has come to my nomunlcation first and
tice that some county superintendents
third Thursdays In
tAVfl?
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
are not interpreting the law touch
each month. Visiting
Office, Chafln's Livery Stable, Phone ing the granting of permits and exbrothers
cordially
cuses in quite the correct way.
Main 1.
tnnted. Ged. H. Kinkel, W. M., Chas
Calls answered day or night
Chapter 43, Lawp of 1901. Sections
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
5, 6, 8, Chapter 97 Laws of 1907, pro
vide that a legally qualified teacher
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
LAS VEGA3 COMMANDERY NO. 2,
is one who holds a regular teacher's
DENTIST
Knights Templar. Regular
license or a permit to teach; a cer
conclave
second
oV attendance upon the reguIn
tificate
Tuesday
Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Has
l
" each month at Masonic phones at office and residence.
lar institute in New Mexico or an ap
proved summer school or an approv
John S. Clark.
Templv, 7:30 p. m.
upon
ed excuse for
K. C, Charles Tana me, Recorder.
F. R. LORD. DENTIST
1
said institute or summer school; and
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) a certificate certifying that the holdLAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3. ROT
. el Arch
Masons. Regular Office Pioneer Building, over Grand er, Is not afflicted with tuberculosis
This means
convocation first Monday In
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone in a communication form.
a teacher who may legally draw
that
each nionth at Masonic
Mam tY.
public money for her services as teach"
Temple, 7:30 o. m. M. R.
er in the public schools must hold
H.
Chas.
H.
Williams,
P,
three certificates. The regular teachATTORNEYS
Spor.eder, Secretary.
er's license is signed by the superinGEORGE H. HUNKER
tendent of public instruction,
(the
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
permit may be signed by either the
Attorney at Law
Knights of Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New county superintendent or the superintendent of public instruction) ; the inmeet every Monday
Mexico.
stitute attendance certificate must be
evening in Cattle
HaU, Visiting Knlshts
signed at least by the county superinare cordially invited.
tendent of schools the certificate vof
AN ACCEPTABLE GIFT
I. P. HAVENS.
attendance upon an approved summer
Chancellor Command- school must be signed by the superin' CM. 3eRNHARD.
Instead of "one of the best twelve tendent of public instruction the exKeeper of Record and sellers," which you have been accus cuse for
upon a' New
Seat .
tomed to giving her with your calling Mexico institute or a summer school
card attached, why not give her the must be signed by the county superin
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL calling card but her own engraved tendent and by the superintendent of
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets 'first card of course? There are few wo public instruction; the health certifiand third, Wednesday of each month men who do not appreciate a new cate , must be signed by a reputable
- at Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. W. plate with the latest lettering, or even physician licensed to practice within
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hill- , If it only introduce a slight change the Territory of New Mexico.
in the size of her card. And better
Secretary. Visiting members still; had you ever thought of mono ' Tie holder of a permit who has not
attended institute may not legally
cordially Invited.
gram paper? There can be no mis draw money for services as teacher
in 'offering this. Though the in the
public schools unless he is a
REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F. tage
owner have some, the plate is no holder of a health certificate and an
i a i
meets second and 'fourth Thursday
doubt old and the letter combination excuse for
institute
at
O.
L
11
evenings of each month at the
now unfashionable.' For, like the signed by the county superintendent
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker,- - N.
frocks, stationery has its swift fads and by the superintendent of public
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard. V. G.; Mrs, and demises. Quite the newest thing instruction.
Adelene in this line are cards, cut to the size
T. F. Dailey. Secretary;
Since the next examination is to
of the note envelope, and decorated take place January 14th and 15th,
Smith, Secretary.
with the monogram of the writer at 1910, I would recommend that no fur
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND one side.
ther permits be issued and that exeach
Now the time is short, for engraved cuses for
fourth Tuesday evenings
at county
Visiting cards and monogram paper must- be institute be not presented until the
month at O. R- - C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. W. ordered. The Optic Is prepared to time of that
examination. This
W. take orders for you and guarantees means
D.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
that schools wishing to employ
the finest work possible in this art,
teacher who is not regularly certifl-ateCondon, secretary.
as it transacts business with an eastshould in most cases wait until
ern stationery house that is a leader after the January examination before
EASTERN STAR, REGULAB
second and fourth In Its line. Call at the business of- opening. It is so close to the time
Thursday evenings of each month. fice and let us quote you prices and of the examination that it hardly MOUNTED POLICE FORCE
All vlmltlng fetothsra and sisters are show you samples. The prices ... are seems wise to open schools with
.
REDUCED
CONSIDERABLY
cordially Invited. Mrs. ,Sarah A. very reasonable and the samples ele teachers holding permits since the
Mrs. Ida gant.
term is to be broken by the holiday
. Cbaffln, worthy matron;.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 2. The task
,
vacation, by the examination days, of reducing the mounted police force
Seellnger, secretary.
woman who uses ten words, and
. No
possibly closed as a result of the of the territory which fell to Goverr
I. O. O. F.. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. when two would do, should be allowed failure of the teacher ot secure ,, a nor
Curry .has been completed. It bein a business house until after work- license
'
in the examination. Of course
4, meets every Monday evening, at
that the men let out
understood,
.
ing
,
hours.
...
visit
All
ing
we do not feel that any real hardship rwere
their hall on Sixth street.
faithful and leave
and
competent
to at
should result from this and in ex- the force
ing brethren cordially invited
because the law demands
only
KIDNEY
PILLS.
WILLIAMS'
E.
tremely exceptional cases favorable
"tnd, C. W. McAllister, N. G.;
For such men as Apolonio A. Sena
Have you neglected your kidneys? action may be taken upon excuses and it
(TvTntft(.ir V. G.: R. O. Williams,
of Las Vegas, the first vacancy on the
nervous
overworked
your
upon the requests for issuance of per- force will be reserved. It was also
secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer Have you
system and caused trouble with your mit to teachers between this date and made plain to the men who remain on
V, Hedgcock. cemetery trustee.
Have yon the January examination. Following the force that intoxication will be suf
kidneys and bladder?
NO.
In
back,
side,
loins,
groins and the examination we trust .there will ficient cause fpr immediate dismissal.
BROTHERHOOD,
pains
be no need of issuing permits any- The force as now constituted consists
102. meets every, Friday night m bladder? Have you a flabby appearwhere In the territory for the remain- of
nnder
ance
building,
the
the
of
Schmidt
face, especially
Captain Fred Fornoff, Sergeant J.
their hall In the
der of the year
at
to
Too
a
W.
desire
eight
Collier who had been lieutenant
pass
frequent
eyes?
Fountain
of
Square,
west
Within a few days we shall distrib of the old
cor- - urine? If so, Williams'
force, the new law not provKidney. Pills ute
o'clock. Visiting members are
copies of the Christmas programs iding for a lieutenancy; W. E. Dud
68c,
cure
presiwill
at
druggist's,'
Phillips,
you
Fred
price
dlally welcome.,
and we would ask that the county su
ley of Alamogordo; Rafael Gomez, J.
Williams' M'fg. Co.; Props., Cleveland,
dent Jas. Lowe, secretary.
perintendents give their teachers the W. Beal of Deming, and J. B. Rusk
O. !For sale by. Center Block Drug
advantage of having these programs of Chama. Of the new force, Captain
srvTOHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN Store.
them. On investigation we Fred Fornoff and three men will be
before
and
second
meets
NO. 804.
found
that in. some cases the stationed at Santa Fe and two includhave
fourth Thursday, O. R. C hall, Pio "We dont know who sets the fash county
filed the
superintendents
memoers
stationed at
neer building. Visiting
Ions, but irmust besome iellow who Thanksgiving programs in their desk ing J. W. Beal will be
on account ottrouble with cat
W. R. Tipton. has a grudge against the human race.
Deming
invited.
are cordially
and did not send out the material tle rustlers on the Mexican border.
F. S.
Q K-- ; E. P. Mackel,
which the teachers might have used Under the new law, the men will be
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treat to advantage. Proof Js now being read allowed
THIRD
mileage. Page B. Otero will
AND
tnent by the agreeable, aromatic Ely's
f. O. & MEETS FIRST
at Cream Balm. It is received through the on the special day manualtheand copies have charge of the books of the force
month,
each
will be distributed before
holidays, for the present and Fred Higgins at
Tuesday evenings
Visit- I nostrils and cleanses and heals the whole
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall.
surface over which it diffuses itself. Drug. but we have deemed it advisable to Roswell will be permitted to complete
invited. I
sell the 60c size. Test it and you send out the Christmas sheets in ading brothers are 1 cordially , E. C. gistssure
certain work In which he is engaged
to continue the treatment tilt re. vance. .
president;
Iare
John ,Thornhlll,t
at present. There are other changes
'
.
Hoping that all county superintend which will likely occur; Jtefore many
reward,, secretary.
Announcement.
- , ents
m- 1
a. a. xi
may be able to meet with the months.
FRAIE-kisto the use of atomizers ia applying liquids teachers at Roswell and asking that
BHD MEN MEET, IN
Brotherhood hail every second and into the nasal passages for catarrhal trou- - every one go prepared to participate EXTENSION OF TIME
enthusiastically in a lively program,
FOR IRRIGATION PROJECT
I
am,
T
rivAam
v isitiua "
Holm
iht
PnM
(ntmdlnff
run.
.
wv
wu.
A
.OCM Au.uu
AilUUJU
.Mum'
uav spraying tube is 75 cents. Druggists or b
Tours very respectfully,
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 2. Territorial
come to the wigwam.
.
1
1
i
rm.. l: : 1
J. E. CLARK,
nil.t aooham! : WaltO H.
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan has
of Icinal nroperties of ths solid preparation.
Territorial Superintendent Public Inchief of records and collector
granted James I. Cowan of Colorado
struction.
Colo., of the Maxwell IrrigatSprings,
wampum.
tl is tetter to work a combination
Department of Education, Nov. 30, ed Land company, two months extenNO. 645, than to blow, open a safe.
1909.
N
sion of time in which to begin conJ. E. ROSENWALD LODGE
Wed-- '
first
every
Meets
struction of its proposed Irrigation
B.
B.
O.
I.
A Card
For A Lame Back
vestr.v
works on the Canadian or Red River
nesday of the month in the
is to certify that all druggists
or lameness in Colfax county, some difficulty beThis
have
When
Dougyou
pains
Montefiore,
.
room of Temple
bathe the parts with
Visit-ta- g are authorized to refund your money In the back
encountered in securing rights of
las avenue and Ninth street.
if Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure Chamberlain's Liniment twice a day, ing
Invited.
The permit calls for an approcordially
are
wajt
brothers
your cough or cold. It stops the cough, massaging with the palm of the hand
'
125 second feet for the reCharles Greenclay, president; Rabbi heals the lungs and prevents serious for five minutes at each application. priation of
clamation
of
25,000 acres at. the cost
from
a
of
results
flannel
prevents
pneu
a
Then
cold,
slightdampen
piece
secretary.
. J. S. Raisjn,
monia and consumption. Contains no ly with this liniment and bind It on of $40,000,
opiates. The genuine is in a yellow over the seat of pain, and you may
Red be surprised to see how quickly the
substitutes.
package. Refuse
national. t i
lameness disappears. For sale by all important
Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer.
orders Issued
guard
dealers.
An author Is a queer animal, His
Si.nta Fe, N. M., Dec. 2. Acting
Only a glutton would , marry for
tale grows out of his head.
General A. Si Brookes, of the
money and expect to have love thrown N'pw Mtsico National Guard, has isin."
Don't be Hopeless
y
sued the following important orders: '
about yourself when you're crippled
Office of the Adjutant General, tanta
Foley'?) Kidney Remedy wjll cure
with rheumatism or stiff joints of
Fe. NVM.. yov. 30, 13.
course you've tried lots of things and any case of kidney or bladder trouble General Orders No. 19.
Linimedi
Snow
reach
of
is
the
not
Ballard's
that
beyong
they failed. Try
1. Hereafter
officers of the Na
ment it will drive away all aches, cine. Cures backache and irregulari
of
Guard
this
tional
territory will not
In
pains and stiffness and leave you as ties that if neglected might result
Center Bright's disease or diabetes. Red Cross contract debts which are to be paid
well as you ever were. Sold
Block Depot Drug Co.
from territorial funds except in cases
Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer.
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most human way of determining ycr
likes and dislikes.
Right after drinking some other beer, call
for a botde or. a glass of
slowly give your palate a chance to do justice
to the occasion." Do this the first chance
you get.
;
,You will find that you are quite' a, con- noisseur. You will be able to judge just as
well as any body! else.
You will be surjprised and, gratif ieo! at the

y
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in
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jKARD
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delightfully "complete,"
satisfying taste which has ever been an exclusive
well-rounde-

BLATZ feature.? Comparison emphasizes
BLATZ character, and its unfdilirtg, 'unown judge.
varying:; excellence.:

'
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GREENCLAY,

WHOLESALE DEALER.
EA8T LAS VEGAS.
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a

where they have written authority
from this office. Officers contracting
debis In violation of this order will
be expected to pay same. ,
2. Heat, light and water bills of
armories, when same are being used
by the National Guard for regular
drills and. inspections, are properly
payable from territorial funds. When
armories are rented the above bills
should be paid by armory boards fromj
proceeds of rent.
3. Companies which are not now
provided with armories or suitable
rented halls, will endeavor to find
suitable halls and apply to this office
for necessary authority'to rent Bame.
By command of the governor, '
A. S. BROOKES,

19Q9-191-
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General.

Acting Adjutant

When a boy, and we were sent out
to the patsure to look for the cows,
the cow's were never in the place we
thought they ought to be.

NOTICE, FOR"

'fNot

i

Coal

Lud)

Department of' the Interior, u. sJ t
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Nov.-..'
'
ember 23, 1909. .
Notice Is hereby given that Lena '
J
Isaac, of Watrous, N.
who, on
March 24, 1908, made Homestead vn-- s i
try No. 13756, for the SW 4 Sec. 3,
Twp. 16 North, Range 21 East, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of. inten
tion to make final commutation proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Robt. L." M. Ross,
U. S. Court Commissioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on the 10th day of January, 1910.
Claimant names as' witnesses:
William Smith, Matt.' Gerfcv Ramon
Trujlllo, of Watorus, N. M , and Cody;
W Summerlln, of East Las Vegas,
--

N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
,

Everybody reads The Optic.

rtrn

Difference

til at 1 en
.

Minutes Make

From 35 degrees to 70 degrees
from an unbearable cold to a glowing heat that contributes the cheery
comfort you want in your home is
the difference that can be made in

mihutes'when you have the
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WEATHER REPORT.
December 2, 1909.
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range, 34.
Forecast: Tonight, snow in
south and colder in the north
tion; Friday, snow and colder.
mum,

r

:

y

5

grandmother

the kind your

of

used to make

"Our Pride"
is the flour to use.
-

Its made

from"

the '

No bleachjng or blending but
just straight good Kansas wheat. Then
flavor.

1
,

mo, MEN
i S

'

best of the wheat and retains the meaty
v

-

a

.

,

fw real graham flour, and pure corn
meal urs has no ecjual At your grtcers or

4

iuay
re

,

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

131,

J

ACTION

3ls important, not only for the present, bat
also for the years to come.
IjThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
QThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its organization.

Pork

SAUSAC

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier

B. D. RAYNOIJDS, CBBhier.

WITH BUCK
WHEAT CAKES

Ob Domestic Coal. Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

ARE GOOD

-

Methods

THREE TIMES

D. w. CONDON

A DAY,

Foot Main St

if Yau'Aro'PhrtiGufarJ:.

FOR

stock. We leave
YjTe do not blend oif c
t it to Chase and iSnborns experts. ...That .to
' less is to sell.
their business. O
Ti.3 Cv.t

Chaste r.nd
f
Crcz-r- j,

L.J

Lnfccrns

LL

.

i
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EzisLzra

J

cadC--

X

:

THE BEST

c

'

Co.

JUST
OPENED
A BARREL OF

IN THE

SAUR KRAUT

AT

in

Ei

rs

ORDER IT
y AT
':

and

Orders by Telephone Promptly
Carefully Filled.
A

'

Boucher's

Trial is to Buy Here Always.

Dr. W. R. Tipton is in repeipt of a
letter from "his" son, Tom Tipton,
dated Manila, P. L, stating that he
arrived there .all O. K. Tom Tipton
Is now serving on board the U. 8.
S. Pennsylvania,' as a midshipman

"THE COFFEE MAN"
P. S,

Special Orders, please
24 hours notice.

1

ivd J

and is making .the cruise with the
Pay Your School Poll Tax.
cruiser squadron which numbers
I am instructsd by the board of edartwelve of the largest and fastest
ucation to begin with the collection,
mored cruisers in Uncle Sam's navy. of
school poll tax for the year 190'
Other ports of interest that Mr. Tip- a
once, which Is $1.00 for all
ton will visit on .this cruise will he
men over 21 years old. My
Hong Kong, China and Yokohama, office hours are
from 2 to 4 o'clock
Japan.,
p. m. at my office, In the City HalL
-

able-bodie-

CHAS. TAMMB,

Monogram paper and engraved cal
Secretary" Board of Education..
ling cards make acceptable Christmas
gifts. The Optic has Some elegant
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. age
samples which it would be pleased to In the wood.
Direct from distillery to'
'orders
should
show you. Christmas
'
you. At the Lobby, of course.
be made now.

SALE-

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourboa
at the Opera bar. Served from bar'
rels on the bar.
be held Tues

-

ANNUAL

,

J.

WILL NOT knowing
ly accept bundles from in
fected sources and everything we wash is
THOROUGHLY

...

..

of useful articles will
day, December 7, at Guild hall. There
Carstalr'B rye served at the
will also be a booth for home-mad- e
candies as well as a sale table for
cakes, bread, etc. All during the sale
the ladle will be prepared to serve The best draft beer In the city. At
coffee and sandwiches at 15 cents. The Lobby, of coarse.
The liberal patronage of the public
Pabsf draught beer oa taa oaly
as well as the members of the church
at Opera bar.
is earnestly solicited.

STERILIZED

I.

T
Pure things to

Boston Clothing flouse

by our methods.
Our methods, appliances
and supplies are the best
known.
We,would be pleased to
serve you,

BREAKFAST

In Your Selection of Tsm find Co ffeo

r

BUT

ESPECIALLY

V;;

Wa'QznPZcdao You

PHONE MAIN 107

V

.

Free from Slate or Slack

t

fj SIXTH STREET

ST. PAUL'S GUILC'S

are a safeguard against the

MONEY SAVED

:

Jake

L

DANGER OF DISEASE

Phone Main SI

.

Our Sanitary

CAPITAX and SURPIAJS $130,000.00.
-

-'

i

OF LAS VEGAS, SEW MEXICO.

"

5

The concrete work on the south
side of the new Gallinas bridge has
was
Charles Greenclay's condition
been completed and the forces were
reported much improved today.
at work this morning filling in with
dirt. The new portion of the bridge
to
fit
at
Graaf's
is
Fanaworth
Miss
be open for traffic Saturday mornwill
you in a good corset.
ing,
Mrs. Vera Rathburn will entertain
Harry Wenger is assisting at the
a few friends at dinner tomorrow eve- E. G. Murphy
drug establishment durstreet.
on
Sixth
home
ning at her
ing the holiday rush. Mr. Wenger is
quite well known here, having been
at here on a similar mission
15 per cent off on trousers
about a
Taichert's, Saturday only.
year ago. He' makes his home in Al.
,
buquerque.
The Woman's Auxiliary of St
Paul's Memorial church will meet
J. C. Johnsen & Son had an ambuthis week, on Saturday Instead of lance call last evening to remove
Friday afternoon, with Mrs. Harriett Harry W. Schofner from his down
Van Petten, 806 Seventh street
town lodgings to St. Anthony's sanita
rium for treatment. Mr. Schofner
Get the best at Nolette's barber arrived In the city recently from Buf
shop.
falo, N. Y., accompanied by his mother, aunt and a trained nurse.'
,
Fred E. Corbett is .equipping his
diary barns and milk barns with 'elec
Max Levy, of the brokerage firm
tric lights which will add greatly to of Levy Bros., of Denver, has opened
the convenience of handling his bus- a brokerage office in Bisbee, Ariz., the
iness this winter.
Interests of which will be looked after by Max himself. Mr. Levy Is well
Come to Jake Graaf s and be fitted and favorably known In Las
Vegas
in an American Lady corset.
commercial circles having at one time
made bis home In this city.
i
Attorney J. D. W. Veeder will ad
the
at
Elks
of
order
local
dress the
Foreman L. W. Ilfeld will tender
Elks memorial services to be held the members of the E. Romero Hose
next Sunday afternoon at the Elks and Fire company an elaborate banlodge rooms. The services' will be quet, following the meeting tomor,.,
;
called at 2:30 p. m.
row evening. This is In celebration
to the position, of
of his
Just received a new lot of rugs, foreman of the hose company, which
come In and see them. May & HileJ election took place last Friday evenBridge street, opposite the Brown ing.
.
;
Trading Co.
Station Agent R. W. Hoyt was
Regular weekly services will i be kept busy today making the transfer
held at Temple Monteflore, Douglas of .ticket agents, Harry Haskell who
avenue and Sixth street, on Friday returned recently from his trip to
night at 8 o'clock. Lecture, "Jews In California' having reported for duty,
America." All "are cordially invited to relieving R. T. Cundiff, who in turn
'
attend.
will resume his former position as
..o
night ticket agent relieving O. J. Olln.
The household effects of H. Cr Kel Harry's smile at the ticket window is
ley, the erstwhile insurance iagent. as congenial as ever.
the city without eaylng
who left
goodbye, were moved yesterday from
Frank Burk one of the many "home
the former residence of Kelly at 1105 less tourists" that wander into Las
Douglas to the store rooms of the Vegas on the "slow freights" or other
Rosenthal Furniture company v. on wise at
night, applied to Officer E. C
Railroad avenue, where they will be Ward last
night for a bunk In the city
jail. Burk is one of those fellows
who is not afraid of work just so long
as ha don't have to stay out in the
cold. Acting on Burk's
request
Judge Murray will care for the outcast
for eight days during which Burk will
assist the other members of the chain
gang in improving the appearance of
the streets of Las Vegas.

Jones' Little Pig

The First National Bank

op-

portunity to be fitted and to Tilted
right. Come in and Jet the experienced demonstrator show you the ART
OF DEVELOPING YOUR FIGURE ;
into the long, slender graceful lines of,
the present modes. There is an Ame- rican Lady corset for your figure whother it is stout or slender.
"'
All fittings are free.

Now is the time to be fitted in a
good corset at Jake Graaf's.

.

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

beginning Nov. 30th. This ia your

sold at public auction on December
14th by the authorities .to cover certain indebtedness which Kelley overlooked paying' in bis hasty flight f raft

.

OF A GOOD BANK

V

V.

the the Meadow City.v

;

:

;

'

i

"American adp
Corsets

por-

.
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mini-

63;

emperature-rMaximum,

Sizes and at Reasonable
Prices

If yon want bread that has the real taste

T W

WE ANNOUNCE A

Special Demonstration

.

aKe-.uavi-

,
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FRSISH TODAY

x

-

,

f

Navel Oranges
(All

2, 1909

Never before have the peopler
of Las Vegas and vicinity had

lfsi

MAIN 81

Las Vegas
Eat
; Steam Laundry

REMEMBER-- We deliver plants or cut flowers
FREE oCWXRCiE. '
:'rWe Are as fcr Yea as YcafvJelsphone.

ILas Vegas Greenhouses
Phone Main 276
PERRY ONION,
Prop.

111

L

to buy tneir winter
clothes from a so large and well'
selected stock consisting' of Hart
Schaffner & Marx' Clothing.

lvU.'"7 8n.

f

.

Bros, furnishings,

aad Murphy

and

Wi- l-

Johnston.

Selz

shoes,

Hawes, Stetson and Knox Hats.

if

1

if

f

1

:

J

-

Special reduction in Boy's and
Children's suits and overcoats,

M.

Greenberger
Proprietor

Copyrljbl
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